Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

*

immediately

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Each time you add a
Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.
for 1 cow.

Duck Pond

Home Workshop
Fertility Center

Before each breeding
phase,
you can
take
Only
1 animal
required
“Stall”
action.
tothe
breed
another
one
of the same type.

Stora*ge

immediately
immediately
any number of times
any number of times

Cattle Farm
Cattle Farm

Home Workshop

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

p er

Fence Builder
Fence Builder

Stora ge

Only 1 animal required
Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
to breed another one
of the same type.
of the same type.

Fertility Center
Fertility Center

e

Duck Pond
Joinery

O pen Stable

i mmediately

StoraFarm
ge Shop

must be next to the road

immediately

Hay Rack
Farm
Shop
immediately

must be next to the road

immediately

Hay Rack

Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Wild Boar Pen

Large Extension

Stable

Stall

Stall

Open Stable
Open Stable

i mmediately

per adjacent
building

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well
Stall

Stall

i mmediately

per adjacent
building

Stall

i

Large Extension
Large Extension

building

Once before each
per adjacent
breeding
phase:

Joinery
Large Extension

Joinery

Once before each
breeding phase:

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Cattle Farm

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

bordering
Stables capable
of holding
5 animals the
can forest
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Office
Hayrick
per building

Fence Builder

Farm Well
immediately
any number of times
At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

immediately
any number of times

Fence Builder

*

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Duck Pond

immediately

*

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

immediately

Duck Pond
if you have
5+ special
buildings

Workshop
Estate

Each time you take the
“Stall” action,
also:
immediately

Stable

Country House
Pen
immediately

Stable

Rearing Station

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

immediately
per
building
resource

Stable

Timber Shop

per
building
resource

per adjacent
building

Before each
breeding phase, you must
Each time
the top
empty
this building.
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Fertility Center

Stall

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Open Stable

Workshop

Joinery

immediately

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

i mmediately

per building
bordering
the forest

Fence Builder

Stall

Stall

Office

immediately
any number of times

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Once before eachbu ilding
Once before each
breeding phase:
breeding phase:
resource

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

Stora ge

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Cattle Farm

per
building
resource

Byre Dwelling

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Steward’s Office

ay Rack

Animal Trader
Flooring Expert

At any time during the
work phase, you can

animals for 1 other
animal.

immediately
exchange 2 different

Flooring Expert

immediately

if you have

Log House

With each
newly bred horse:

e

of each

Fodder Beet Field

have

Carpenter
immediately

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Carpenter

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Stud

if you have

Log House

Woodshop

Ranch
You
can
immediately build
With each
every
newly new
bred border
horse:
you get at
no cost.

Ranch

Rearing Station

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Small Extension

immediately

Pigadjacent
Stall
per
building

if you have

immediately

Pig Stall

if you have

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

*

Cottage Extension

troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

You Sawmill
must build all
buildings orthogonally
Buildings
feeding
adjacent
to and
one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Sawmill

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Cow Stall
Feed Storehouse
immediately

if you have

if you have

immediately

Feed Storehouse

if you have

immediately

Breeding Station
After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Workshop

Joinery

per
building
resource

Stora ge
per
building
resource

Stora ge

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Shelter

Fertility Center

i mmediately

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Animal Trader

Breeding Station

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Assembly Hall
Stall

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Reed Hut

mediately

Shelter
i mmediately

Once before each
breeding phase:

Fertility Center

Inn

immediately

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

O pen Stable

i mmediately

i mmediately

Farm Shop

immediately

O pen Stable

of each

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Half-Ti mb ered House

must be next to the road

OV E RV I E W

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Corner House

*

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

immediately

immediately

Animal Trader

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Trading Station
Byre
Once
beforeDwelling
each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Byre Dwelling

Stall

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Stall

Stall

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

per adjacent
building

Large Extension
immediately

Stall

Stall

Stall

of each

Half-Ti mb ered House

have

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

have

Fodder Beet Field

Feeding Station
Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Organic Farm

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to

immediately

Materials Outlet

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Stall

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Building Firm

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.
immediately

and also

Expand

Stall

Stall

per adjacent
building

Small Extension

Small Extension
per adjacent
building

Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

*

Cottage Extension
You must build all

per building
bordering
the road

and also
any number of times
and also
any number of times

1 Special Building
and also
any number of times

1 Special Building

immediately

Cow Stall

if you have

immediately

Cow Stall

if you have

Conservatory

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Trading Station
Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange

if you have

immediately

tion

f times

f times

tion

Stable

1 Special Building

1 Special Building

Your pastures
without a feeding

Feeding Station

1

Shelter

You may keep u
2 horses in each
farm space adjac

immediately

immediately

immediately

immediately

if you have

Stud

Breeding Station
Breeding Station

have
of each

have

Cow Stall

Cow Stall

f times

Stable

atory

diately
pecial

of each

After the last round,
After the last round,
you get an additional
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Fodder Beet Field
Fodder Beet Field

i mmediately

if you have

Stall

must be next to the road

Pig Stall

immediately

immediately

i mmediately

immediately

At any time during the immediately
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
if you have
animals for 1 other
animal.

Cotta ge

Shelter

Shelter

Stall

Stall

i mmediately

Dog House Carpen

You can mov
can keep 1 sheep
An unenclosed You
stalls and fee
i
in each unused farm
troughs at any
if you have
space that does not
feeding trough can
border the forest.
hold no more than
one animal. Pig Stall

Feed Storehouse
Feed Storehouse

Half-Ti mb ered House
Animal Trader

Half-Ti mb ered House

Half-Ti mb ered House
Small Extension

Stall
StallStall

Fodder Beet Field

Cow Stall

per adjacent
building

Buildings can
also increase
your score: this
stall is worth
one point.

if you have

immediately

immediately

of each

have

immediately

immediately
i mmediately

Feeding troughs
double
the number
Breeding Station
of After
animals
that can
the last round,
get an additional
beyou
kept
in a building
breeding
phase.
or pasture.

Stable

Add farm
expansions to
and alsoyour farm. Fully
Expandutilized farm
Stable
and also
and also
expansions
Expand
Expand
provide bonus
points.

g

Shelter

Stall

Stable

Feed Storehouse
Half-Ti mb ered House

Special buildings
provide various Pig Stall
benefits, like free
animals and special
effects.
g

Cotta ge
Cotta ge

if you have

Stable

Each pasture
space can hold
two animals of
the same type.
s

“Agricola: All Creatures Big and Small” was originally published in
2012. This new “Big Box” edition is a revised version containing the
original base game and its two expansions. This edition now also
includes shaped resource tokens and workers instead of colored disks.
No rules have changed since the original release, but we did reword
and partially rephrase the special buildings.

You are farmers raising sheep, pigs, cows, and
horses. Three workers help you keep the animals
on your farm. Each round, you take turns placing
your workers on action spaces to enclose pastures,
build stalls and stables, and upgrade your farm. The
winner is the player who raised the most animals
and built the most valuable buildings.

The walls around
buildings also act
as borders for
pastures.

You can keep additional
animals in buildings:
this stable can hold
Stall five animals.
and also
Separate your Expand
farm into pastures.
These let you keep sheep, pigs,
cows, and horses. Most of your
points will come from animals.
s

The following illustration shows what your farm might look like at the end of the game. The text boxes give you a
preview of what awaits you. All of this information will be explained properly on the following pages.
Cotta ge

A B O U T T H I S E DI T I O N
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Cotta ge
Cotta ge

by Uwe Rosenberg for 2 players 10 and up

Stall

Stall

per
building
resource

Stora ge

Cotta ge

Open Stable

i mmediately

Joinery

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Cotta ge

*

Cotta ge
Cotta
Fencege
Builder

Stall

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Once before each
breeding phase:

Large Extension

per adjacent
building

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well

must be next to the road

*Stall

Stall

Stall

i mmediately

immediately

Farm Shop

Cott a ge

Cotta ge

Cotta ge

Cotta ge
Cotta ge

Stall
O pen Stable
Stall

immediately
any number of times

Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall

pper
er
resour
ce
building
per
building
building
resource
building
resource
resource
resource

Stora ge
Stora
Stora
ge ge
per ge
Stora
Stora
buildi
ng
p erge

Joinery

Joinery

Once before each
Joinery
Joinery
breedin
g phase:

Home
Home Workshop
Workshop
Cotta ge

Stall
Home
Work shop

Before each breedin
g
phase, you can take
the Home
“Stall”
Home
Workshop
action.
Workshop

Stall

C
C gege
Cotta
Cotta
ge
Cotta
O pen Stable

Duck Pond

immed

immediately
immediately
immediately
immediately

immedi ately

per adjacent
building

Stall

per building
bordering
the forest

per adjacent
building
Office

Large Extension

building

per adjacent
immediately

immediately

Open
Stabl
e
Open
Stable
Open
Stable
Open
Stable

OpentelyStable
i mmedia
i mmediately
mmediately
i immediately
i mmediately

immediately
immediately
immediately
immediately
number
of times
anyany
number
of times
any
any number
number of
of times
times

Fence Build er

iately
Fence
Builder
Fence
Builder
any
numbe
r of times
Fence
Builder
Fence
Builder

Hay Rack

Hay
Rack
Hay
Rack
Hay
Rack
Hay
Rack

C

Cotta ge
Cotta ge

per adjacent
building

per adjacent
building

Once
before
Once
before
eacheach
Once before
before each
each
Once
breeding
phase:
breeding
phase:
breeding phase:
phase:
breeding

t
building
buildin g
building
building
per
adjacent
building

Each time you add
a
farm
expansi
Cattle
Farm
Cattle
Farm
on, you
Cattle
Farm
Cattle
Farm
can exchan
ge 1 animal
Each
time
for
Each
time
youyou
addadd
a a
1 cow.
Each
time
you
aa
Each
time
youadd
add
farm
expansion,
you
farm
expansion,
you
farm
expansion,
you
farm
expansion,
exchange
1you
animal
cancan
exchange
1 animal
can
exchange
1 animal
can
1 cow. 1 animal
forfor
1exchange
cow.
for
for11cow.
cow.

Large Extension

Large Extension

*
***

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:
Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Large Extension

*

immediately
immediately
immediately
immediately

You
cancan
keep
1 pig
in in
You
keep
1 pig
Youcan
cankeep
keepfarm
pig
You
1 1pig
inin
each
unused
space
each
unused
farm
space
eachunused
unusedfarm
space
each
space
bordering
thefarm
forest.
bordering
the
forest.
borderingthe
theforest.
forest.
bordering

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well

**

immedi ately
Duck
Pond
Duck
Pond
Duck
DuckPond
Pond

Farm Well

Farm Well

Workshop
Cotta
ge

Before
eacheach
breeding
Before
breeding
Before
each
breeding
Before
each
breeding
phase,
youyou
can can
taketake
phase,
phase,
you
can
take
phase,
youStall
can
take
the the
“Stall”
action.
“Stall”
action.
the
the “Stall”
“Stall” action.
action.

Large
Extension
Large
Large
Extension
Extension
Large
Extension
Largeperper
adjacent
Extension
adjacen
peradjacent
adjacent
per

Fertil ity Center
Fertility
Center
Fertility
Center

Fertility
Center
Only 1 animal
required
Fertility
Center
to 1breed
another
Only
animal
required
one
Only
animal
required
Only
11animal
required
of theanother
same
to1 breed
one
type.
Only
animal
required
breed
another
one
totobreed
another
one
of the
same
type.
to
another
one
the
same
type.
ofofbreed
the
same
type.
of the same type.

requires
requires
6requires
unused
spaces
6 unused
farmfarm
spaces
6 unusedrequires
farm spaces
6 unused farm spaces

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Duck Pond
* *

*

Cotta geFarm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Inn

immediately

Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall
Stall

Farm Well
Farm
FarmWell
Well
Farm
Well

Farm
At theWell
start
At the start
startrounds:
ofAtthethelast
At 3the
start
ofofthe
last
3 3rounds:
the
last
rounds:
At
the
of
thestart
last 3 rounds:
of the last 3 rounds:

must be
the road
must be next tonext
the to
road
must
next
road
must
bebe
next
toto
thethe
road

immediately
immediately

Cattle Farm

Large
Extension
Farm
Shop

Materials Outlet

immediately

Building Firm

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

*

Corner House

must be Farm
next to the road
Shop
Farm
Shop
Farm
Shop
Farm
Shop
immedi
Farm
Shopately
immediately
immediately

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Stall

Stall
Open Stable

For your first game set up the game as
descr bed Later you may w sh to use
add tiona spec a bu d ngs for added
var ety and a deeper gam ng exper ence
f you do app y the fo ow ng changes
dur ng setup
Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

must be next to the road

Office
O
Office
O O

i mmediately

Stall

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
Workshop
build into a stable at
no cost.
Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

per adjacent
immediately
immediately

W

immediately

per building
per building
bordering
bordering
the forest
the forest

must be next to the road

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

must be next to the road
must be next to the road
must be next to the road

mW

Farm
Well
the start
At
Farm
Well
W
3 rounds:
last m
of the
At the start
the3start
of theAtlast
mrounds:
W
of the last 3 rounds:
You can keep 1 pig
in
each unused farm

***

Farm Shop
Farm Shop
Farm
ly
m Shop
immediate
immediately
m
immediately

Farm Well

space
Wild
Boar
Pen
Wild
Boar
Pen
borderi
ng the
forest.
Wild
Boar
Pen
Wild
Boar
Pen

must be next to the road

O
C Workshop
H

Buildings and feeding
Buildings and feeding
cost
troughs
Buildings
and each
feeding
troughs each
cost
wood.
1 lesscost
you each
troughs
you
1 less wood.
you 1 less wood.

ng Station
ing Station

Duck Pond
Pond
Duck
Duck Pond

Farm Well

building

Large Extension
Large adjacent
Extension
Large
Extension
L per
building
per
adjacent
per adjacent
L building
LargeHouse
Extension
Country
Farm Shop

per building
immediately
bordering
the forest

Country House

D
D Shop
Farm

m

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well
Well
Farm

immediately
ly
immediate
immediately
immediately

Office

Sawmill
wm
Sawmill
wm
Sawmill

Station
re each
ore
ase,each
you must
hase,
you must
ach
is building.
his
building.
must
you
uilding.
Office

per building
bordering
the forest

must be next to the road

Carpenter

Farm Shop

R

Farm Shop

Atthe
thestart
start
At
thelast
last33 rounds:
ofofthe
rounds:

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Farm Well

*

must be next to the road
must be next to the road

Center
Fertility Center
Large Extension
Fertility
Fertility Center
C

D

Stall
Flooring Expert
Stall
Stall
At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

immediately
immediately

Farm
Farm Shop
Shop

Wild
W Boar
B Pen
Wild
Boar
Pen
W
B Pen
DuckBoar
Pond
Wild

**
*

anotherone
breedanother
O
totobreed
Otoofof
breed
another
one
type.
sametype.
thesame
the
of the same type.

per adjacent
required
animalrequired
Only11animal
C
Only
building Only 1 animal required
one

immediately

requires
requires
requires
6 unused
farm
spaces
farm spaces
66 unused
unused farm spaces

per adjacent
building

Feed StorehouseLarge Extension

immediately

must be next to the road

*

perper
adjacent
adjacent
building
building

Large
LargeExtensi
Extension
on

Stall

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

*

Fertility Center

if you have

immediately

i mmediately

Open Stable
O pen Stable
Pig Stall
O
Open yStable
i mmediatel
immediate
O lyStall
i mmediately

Hayrick

Duck Pond

requires
6 unused farm spaces

m

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

if you have

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

C

O

Stall
Stall
Stall

Wild Boar Pen

immediately

You can keep 1 pig in
You unused
can keep
1 pig in
immediately
each
in
1 pigspace
keepfarm
You
each can
unused
farm
space
bordering
thefarm
forest.
space
unused
each
bordering
the forest.
bordering the forest.
W

Feed Storehouse

Stall
R

if you have

animals for 1 other At any time during the
Withimmediately
each
animal.
work phase, you
canbred horse:
newly
exchange 2 different Animal Trader
Animal Trader
animals for 1 other
At any time during the
animal.
At any time during the
work phase, you can
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
exchange 2 different
Animal
Trader
animals
for 1 other
animals for 1 other
animal.
animal.
At any time during the
work phase, you can
Small Extension
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

must be next to the road

Wild Boar Pen

O pen Stable

Stud

Timber Shop

ou can keep 1 pig in
ach unused farm space

Stall
Open Stable
Stall

Fence
Builder
FenceBuilder
Fence
Shelter
B
BBuilder

Fertility
Center
Cattle
Farm
Cattle
Farm
C

W

i mmediately

immediately
immediately
immediately
any number
of of
times
times

i mmediately

Stall

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

ordering
the forest.
attle Farm

ge
StoraStall
Stora
ter ge
Carpen
Stora
ge

Stora ge

Cattle
m
requires
Fertility Center
C
m
*Only
6 unused
farm
1 spaces
animal
required
me you
a
mustadd
be next
Each
time
you add
a
Fertility Center
to the road
t be next to the
breedyou
another
one
xpansion,
you
Eachtotime
add
aa
road
add
you
time
Each
Only
1
farm
expansion,
you
animal
required
t to the road
of
the same ,type.
hange
1 animal
you
farm
expansion,
you
expansion
Far
farm
the m
road
to
Only
1 animal
breed
can
exchange
1 animal
anotherrequired
dext to
one
ow.
m Shop Shop ofto the
can
11animal
animal
exchange
can1exchange
Well
breed
another
cow.
same
Farm for
type. one
Farm
WellWell
hop
for
11Farm
cow.
cow.
for
Farm
Well
of the same
type. Farm
Cattle
Far
m
W
ell
At the start
House
At
ered
mb the
Half-Ti
Atstart
the start
At
the:rounds:
start
rounds
3of
of the
last
of the last
the3last
At
3 rounds:
the star t
rounds:
of the last
of3the
last 3 rou nds
:
Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

space that does
border the for

Sawmill

immediately

immediately

if you have

A DVA N C E D G A M E

imm ediately
Shop
ediately
ly
ately

Log H

LLogHo
H
Dog
H

ha
H
LLog
if youH
if you
You can
keepha
1
you ha
in eachifunused

Buildings and feedin
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Dwelling
th s ru e Byre
book

Pig Stall

B B DwDw
B Byre
DwDwelli ng
Byre Dwelling
Dog House

Barn

Fence Builder

p er per
your
p erilding
building
You can move
bu
bu ilding
resource
stalls and feeding
resource
time.
resource
troughs at any

Stall
Stall

any number
i mmediatelyany number of times

Fence Builder

Large
Extensi
La
onsio
Large
Extension
rge
Exten
sion
Exten
eHay
Largimmediately
n
Large
Extension
Rack
HHay
R
any number
ofRack
times
per
adjacent
per
adjacent
per adjacent
H
tR
Rack
Open Stable
Hay
adjacen
per immediately
perbuilding
adjacent
building
bui ldin g
O pen Stable
Stall
g
buildin
immediately
Shelter

i mmediately

Breeding Station

5 p astic bags

Half-Ti
ered House
You can mb
keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest. Half-Ti mb ered House

of each

have

Half-Ti mb ered House

Stall

Stall

Farm Well

any number of times

building

Breedin g Station

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

i mmediately
immediately
i mmediately

immediately

Hay Rack

Animal Trader
Animal Trader

At any time during the
At any
timeyou
during
work
phase,
can the
work phase,
you can
exchange
2 different
exchangefor2 1different
animals
other
animals for 1 other
animal.
animal.

wm

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Stall

Stall

have

immediately

immediately

Fodder Beet Field
Sawmill

of each

Fodder Beet Field

Fodder Beet Field

have

immediately

immediately

per adjacent
building

Small Extension

if you have

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

immediately

R

Flooring Expert
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one of the 4 corners
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H

per
building

immediately

After the last round,
you get an additiona l
breeding phase.

if you have

Log House

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Joinery

immediately

Pig Stall

resource
Joinery
Joinery
Joinery
Feed Storehouse

Dog House

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Stall
of each
Stall
Stall
Stall
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Sta

Joinery

e before each
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Once before each
O Once
before
eacheach
before
O Once
breeding
phase:
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immediate
breeding
phase:
breeding

Stora ge
Oncege
before each
Stora
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Workshop
Workshop
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Animal Trader
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ll
Fodder Beet Field
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You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Estate

breeding phase:
per
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building
bu ilding
resource
resource

Stud
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Stud

Breeding Station
You may keep up to
You may keep up
to
unused
each up
inkeep
horses
2You
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to
2 horses
in
After
theeach
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round,
to
spaceinadjacent
farm
2 horses
each
unused
you
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additional
farm
space
to
building.
this
farm
space
adjacent
Dog
House
breeding
phase. to
this
building.
this building.

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Half-Ti mb ered House

Pen

ch House
breeding
ed
ach
breeding
ou can
take
Sta
breeding
each
ble
reou
can
take
ll”
action.
Stable
can take
e, you
all”
action.
table
Stable
action.
“Stall”
le
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adjaper
per
cent
per adjacent
adjacent
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Beet Field

immediately
immediately

of each

Fodder Beet Field

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

immediately

H m W

if you have

bui ldin g
g
you get an additional
buildingbuildin
building
Fodder
Beet Field
breeding
phase.
Fodder

have

immediately

Stall

Steward’s Office

ll

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

have
of each per
have the last round, of each
After

H
DDog
Animal
Trader
House
House
DogH

Stall

Stall
Stall

Stall

Before each home
phase, you can use an
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without placing
a worker.

tely

lyFodd
immediate
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immB
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immediately
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et
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immediately
Pig
Sta
immed
imm ediately
immedi

if you have
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and also

C

Stud

per buildin g
borderin g
the forest
building
perper
building
per building
per
building
bordering
bordering
bordering
bordering
the
forest
the
forest
the forest
the forest

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Office
Office
Office
Office

Stall
Stall
Sta
ll
Stall
Stall
Small Extension

i mmediately

Shelter

Expand

immediately
immediately
immediate

At any time during the
Y
sheep
keep
You
can
11 sheep
can keep
Youphase,
work
you can
You
canunused
keep
1 farm
sheep
farm
unused
in
each
ineach
exchange
2 different
in
each
unused
not
doesfarm
animals
for
1 other
that
space
that
does
not
space
space
that
does
not
animal.
forest.
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border
borderthe
border the forest.

Expand

and also

Animal Trader

empty this buildin
g.

Breedin g Station

per adjacent
building

hav

have

i mmediately
i mmediately

54 special buildings
(green on the back side)

and also

Stall

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Stall Expand

Rearing
RearingStation
Station
Rearing
Station
Rearing
Station

After the last round,
you get an additiona l
breeding phase.

of each

have
gE
Floorin
have
have
Flooring
FodderF
Flooring

Shelter

immediately

ly
Shelterimmediately
immedi ately

Breeding Station

Expand

and also

Expand

Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter

Before
each
Before
each
Before
Before
eacheach
breeding
phase,
you
must
breeding
phase,
you
must
breeding
phase,
you
breeding
phase,
you
mustmust
empty
this
building.
empty
this
building.
empty
building.
empty
this this
building.

eet Field

if you have

Shelter
Pig Stall

Stall

and also

Expand

Expand

You can
You
can move
move your
your
YouYou
can can
move
youryour
move
stalls and
feeding
stalls
and and
feeding
stalls
feeding
troughs
at enter
any
time.
Carp
troughs
at any
time.
troughs
at any
time.

You can move your
stalls and feeding
trough s at any time.

Expert
Flooring
Expert
Flooring
Expert
Flooring
Expert

C
C gege
Cotta
Cotta
Cotta ge

iately
once per action

and also
any number of times

immediately

Byre Dwelling

*

Stall

if you have

Stall

SmallExtension
Small
Extension
peradjacent
adjacent
per
building
building

Carpenter

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

4 basic special buildingsStall
(yellow onSmthe
back
side)
Small
Extension
allSmall
l Extension
Ex
tenExtensi
Small
sioSmal
nExtension
on

immediately
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and
building

and also
any number of times

and also
any number of times

immediately
immediately
immediately
immediately

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Stora ge
ter
Carpen
C

Open Stable
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wStall
Sta
Pig
Stall
Pig
llStall
Cow
Pig
Stall
Cow
Stall
Cow
Stall
y
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mmediatel
iimmediately
Stall
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immediate
Cow
telyly

Cow Stall

if you have

of each

Fodder Beet Field

After the
the
last round,
round,
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immediately
After
After
round,
you
getthe
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additional
l
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you
youget
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an
additional
breeding
phase.
phase.
breeding
Animal
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phase.
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you
you
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if if
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have
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have
youif
have
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building
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Station
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H
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Station
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1 Special Building

1 Special Building
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any number
of timesof times
any number

Stall

if you have
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and also
any number of times
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and also
any number of times

1 Special Building

immediate
immediately ly

and also
any number of times
any number of times

CowStall
Stall
Cow

any number of times
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any number of times

and also
anynumber
numberofoftimes
times
any

and also
once p er action
any number of times

also
any number ofand
times
any number of times

once p er action
and also
any number of times

Stall

Feed Storehouse
Storehouse
Feed
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1 score pad

Feeding Sta
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any number of times
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Stall
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once
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of each
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Feed
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Feed
Storehouse
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immedi ately

immediately
immediately
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number
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Feed
Storeof
immediately
house

if you
you have
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1 Special Building
if
if
you
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have

Dw

1. Place the game
board in the center of the playing area.
T

Conservatory

1 Special Building

Stall

any number of times if you have

Pig
Stall
Stall
PigPig
Stall

Cow Stall

Cow Stall

Byre Dwelling

immediately

per adjacent
building

Small Extension
CowStall
Stall

Small Extension

y

once p er action

any number of times

SpecialBuilding
Building
11Special

Stable

any number of times

immediately
immediately
immediately
immediately

immediately

Cow Stall
Floor
ing Exper t

immedi ately

immediately

if you have

Small
CowExtension
Stall
if you have

perimmediately
adjacent
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if you have
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building
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You can imm
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spec ial
buil
ding. If you
Feeding
Station
do,
you must plac
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Your pastures
adja cent
to
without a feeding
thistrough
one. can each hold

times

Stable

Stall

Pig Stall

if you have

Cow Stall

if you have

immediately

Log
House
Log
House
Log
House
Log
House

youhave
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ififyou
if you
have
if you
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and also once

immediately

Cotta ge

Cotta ge

Stall
Stall
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F
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Stall
Sta
llStall
Stall
building
Stall
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You
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feeding
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You
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feeding
time.
any feeding
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troughs
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Feed
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An ma s and bu d ng resources are co ective y ca ed “goods”
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Animal Trader
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65 an ma s
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during
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work
phase,
can the
timeyou
At any
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you
can
you can
exchange
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work phase,
exchangefor
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other
exchange 2 1different
animals for
1 other
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animals for 1 other
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animal.
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erednumber
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Half-Ti
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House
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Shelter
Shelter
Shelter
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C
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if you
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if you have
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if you have
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Log House

You may keep up to
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Feed
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1 Special Building
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Sawmill
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SpecialofBuilding
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Animal Trader
Animal
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the
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animal of the same type.
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any number of times

Cow
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any number
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Stall

Stall
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BeetField
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immediately
Cow
immediStall
ately
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Stall
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Fertility Center
Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.
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any number
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and also
any number
of times
and
any number
ofalso
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Expand
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Expand
of times
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Expand
any numberand
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also
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Stall
and also
any number of times
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without a feeding
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once per action

if you have
if you have
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have
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pernumber
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Cott a ge
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SmallSmall
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any number Stall
of
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andalso
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and
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and
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Expand
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once
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action
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Wild
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SmallperExtension
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per adjacen
peradjacent
per
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buildin
building
gbuilding
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Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

and also
any number of times

Expand

Conservatory

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

and also
any number of times
and also
any number of times

Cattle Farm
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Expand
Expand
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Hay Rack

each unused farm space
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You can keepresource
1 pig in

p er Pen
Wild Boar
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Home Workshop

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

p er
bu ilding
resource

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery

Once before each
breeding phase:

eeding
n take Home Workshop
ction.
Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery

Home Workshop

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.
rkshop

immediately
Once before
each
breeding phase:
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Hay Rack

immediately
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Hay Rack

Hay Rack

ild Boar Pen
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immediately
Once before each
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Hay Rack

Hay Rack

Cattle
for 1 Farm
cow.
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You can keep 1 pig in
farmfarm
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each unused
space you
canthe
exchange
bordering
forest. 1 animal

*

Each time
you
a 1 pig in
You
canadd
keep
farm expansion,
youfarm space
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can exchange
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Each time you add a
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special
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Fence Builder

*

Fence Builder

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal Cattle
for 1 cow.
Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
Cattle Farm
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.
Each time you add a
Fence Builder
farm expansion, you
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exchange
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immediately
for 1 cow.
any number of times

Cattle Farm

*

*

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
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*
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*
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breeding phase:

per
immediately
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any number
of times
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of the same type.
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requires immediately
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to breed another one

*
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immediately

*

Duck Pond

immediately
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may no longer

Duck Pond
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All animals
do notkept in
this building
All animals
in
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buildingkept
do not
scoring.
count for
this
building
do not
count
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count for scoring.

* must beexpand
built in your farm.
one of the 4 corners
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of your
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Duck Pond
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immediately

immediately
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Hayrick
Hayrick
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Stables capable ofHayrick
H
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each5 of
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5+ special
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*
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per
immediately
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Fence Builder Stora ge
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Fertility Center
* requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

immediately
any number of times

Center

breeding phase, you must
Only
1 animal
empty this
building.

Only 1 animal required
Rearing Station
to breed another one
Fertility
of the same type.
Before each

immediately

Farm Shop

*

immediately

Farm Shop
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O pen Stable

required
to breed another one Fertility Center
of the same type.
Only 1 animal required
Open Stable
to breed another one
of the same type.
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Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

must be next to the road

immediately

Farm Shop

per stone on
this building

Stone Carver

building

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Duck PondFertility Center

Manor

immediately
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of a building
with
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stall.

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Steward’s
’s OfficeOffice
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Steward’s
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w
wO
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At the end of each round,
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from your supply
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immediately
At any time,
immediately
holdof
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each
two types.
immediate
ly can pay 2 stone toBuilding
each of two
types.
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immediately
replace 1 feeding trough Building Firm
outside of a buildin g At any time,
Building Firm
any2 time,
you canAtpay
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with 1 regular stall.
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pay 2 trough
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replace
feeding
*
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replace of
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trough
outside
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you can
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immediately
replace 1 feeding trough
*
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stall.
outside
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House
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Fir m

Corn er House

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

Building Firm

C

ly time,
immediate
At any
Inn
you can pay 2 Inn
stone to
replaceimmediately
1 feeding trough
outside
of a building
immediately
with 1 regular stall.

replace 1 feeding
trough
At any
time,
outsideyou
of can
a building
pay 2 stone to
withreplace
1 regular
stall.
1 feeding
trough
outside of a building
Inn Firm
with 1 regular
Building
stall.

per building
bordering
the forest

Before
each home
home
Before each
Before
each
phase,
canhome
use an
use an
can you
phase, you
phase,
you
can use
an
unoccupied
action
space
d action space
unoccupie
unoccupied
action space
without
placing placing
without without
placing
a worker.
a worker.a worker.

must be next
the road
pertobuilding
bordering
the road

You may no
lon ger
Estate
expa nd you
r farm
.
immediately

You At
mayany
no longer
tim e,
you
expand
your
farm.
can
pay
2 ston e to
repl
ace be1 built
* must
feedining
one of the 4 corners trou gh
out
of a bui ldin
ofside
your farm
g
with 1 regu
lar stal l.

Duck Pond

Pen Pen

Materials Outlet

Outlet

*

Stone CarverC
Sto CC

All animals
All animals kept inkept in
this building
this building do notdo not
count for scoring.
count for scoring.

if you have

At any time,
Building
you can pay 2 stone to

Firm

Office

Pen

Materials Outlet

Building Firm

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Stone
At theCarver
end of each round,
you can round,
place 1 stone
each
At the end offrom
your supply
1 stone
you can place
on this building.
from your supply

Materials
Outlet
5+ special
buildings
Materials
Outlet

* mus t be buil
one of the t in
4
of your farmcorn ers

H

* must be b
* one
must
ofbe
theb
oneyour
of th
of
fa
of your f

expand

in
* must be built
You
may
4 corners
one of theYou
may
expand
of your farm

per building
bordering
the forest

per stone on
on this building.
this building
per stone on
this building

immediately

Office

All animals kept in
this building do not

Inn

no lon
You may Corn
Corn
expand your
C far

Corner Ho

Station

Steward’s Office

Barn
Barn Barn
B B

immedi ately

top
T
* time
Each
m
Eachthetime
the
top
countHayrick
for scoring.
Hayrick
Eachspaces
time the top if you have
four action
four
action
spaces
5+ special
e occupied,
you spaces
fouroccupied,
action
*you buildings
Corn er Housare
are
StablesStables
capablecapable
of holding
of holding
*
3 wood.
areget
occupied,
ly
5 animals
immediate
5 animals
can alternatively
can alternatively
immediately
get 3you
wood.
*
Corner
House
immediately
get 3 wood.
3 animals
hold 3hold
animals
of
of You may no longer Corner
House
Corner
each
House
expand your farm.
You may no longer
each of twooftypes.
Estate two types.

Mater ial s Ou
immediately
tlet

tation

Timber Shop

Before each home
phase, you can use an

Tm

You may
longer
* must be built in
expand
yourno
farm.
You
may
Hayrick
one of the 4 corners
expand your farm. no longer
of your farm O * must be built inexpand your farm.
Stables capableone
holding
of
the
corners
* of
must
be 4built
in
must be built in
youroffarm
5 animals can of
alternatively
one
the 4* corners
of your
hold 3 animals
of farm one of the 4 corners
of your farm
Peneach of two types.

Carpenter

You can move you
stalls and feeding
troughs at any tim

h
ou must
Rearing
lding.

at any ti

ice

imm ediately

immediately Materia ls
immediately
immediately

per building
bordering
the forest

CCattleCa
M
M
Cattle
M
M
n
ace

Estate

You can immediately
unoccupied
actionShop
space
Timber
You
cannext
immediately
lystall you
immediate
You can
turn
the
without
placing
Each
time the top
next
stall you
stall
nextthe
a worker.
turn theturn
build
into
ayou
stable
at
four the
Each time
topspaces
build
intocost.
aatstable at
Penaction
a stable
into
no
are occupied,
four action
spaces youEstate build Estate
no cost.no cost. Estate
and also once
and also once
and also once

You can
You
can
immediately
build
immediat
ely build
every
new border
every new you
border
get at
you get no
at cost.
no cost.

anorM
M
r

Timber Shop

immediately immediate
ly
immediately

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

imm ediately

Office

immediate
occupied,
get 3 wood.
nll animals kept in All are
ani
mal s keplytyou
immedi ately
immediately
3 in
wood.
this
ept building
in
bui ldin gget
his
do not
do not cou
kept
do
notin
nt for scorin
for scoring.
g.
gount
do not
Barn
ring.
coring.

if youC
have
if you have
5+ ifspecial
you
have
Each
time
top
5+ the
special
buildings
5+ special
four action
spaces
buildings
buildings
are occupied, you

immediately
immediately
immediately

er building
ordering
heing
road
Pen
g

if you have
5+ spec ial
building s

Steward’s
Office
immediately get 3 wood.

if you have
5+ special
buildin gs

Inn

Inn

Hayrick

the forest

an immediately
he next stall you
into a stable at
noStone
cost. Carver

Inn

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

per building
bordering
the forest

Shop

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing

Timber Shop

imm ediately

Workshop
Inn
ately
Inn
hop
immedi
Works
W
WW
immediately
Each time you take the
immediately
Each time you take theimmediately
“Stall” action, also:
“Stall” action, also:
At any At
time,
any you
time,
canyou can
give your
giveopponent
your opponent
1 of 1 of
your unused
bordersborders
your unused
to
to
build 1build
border
1 border
at no cost.
at no cost.

Carpenter

Office

t the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

* *

Draw 4 random spec a bu d ngs (w th
ly Hall
Assembly
Hall s de) and p ace them
Woodshop
a Assemb
green
back
Woodshopw th
HHut s Hut
H Servant’
Servant’s
Servant’s Hut
C
the four bas c spec a bu d ngs (So
there are a tota of 8 spec a bu d ngs )
Exper enced p ayers shou d add
4 add tiona random spec a bu d ngs
(for a tota of 12 spec a bu d ngs
n p ay nc ud ng the bas c spec a
bu d ngs)

You can move your
stalls and feeding
Carpenter
troughs at any time.
You can move your
stalls and feeding

Carpenter troughs at any time.

Rearing Station

e topper stone on
Hayrick Hayrick
a
worker.
ick
Ha
Country
House
yr
ick
CHayrick
acesthis building Hayr
H
Country
House
Stables
capable of holding
C ycapable
Stables
ofH
holding
House
you
Stables capa
of holding
immediately
capableCountr
ble
animals
of
can
Stables
capable
of
holding
alternative
hold
5 animals
can5 alternatively
ly
5 anim
woo d.Stables can alternat
immediately
ively
als can alternat ing
M
hold
5 animals
5 animals
can alternatively
hold 3lyanimals
of 3 animals of
ively
immediate
hold 3 anim
hold 3 animals of each
each of
als of
hold
animals
of two types.
of 3two
types.
each of two
each of two types. each of two
type s.
types.
Barn

Carpenter

Flooring Expert

Feed Storehouse

immediately

Floo

Flooring
Expert
Carpenter

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

*

Use 5 farm expans ons and 5 “Sta /
Stab e” ti es
Feed Storehouse

immediately

if you have

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

if

Lo

immediat

Flooring Expert

You can move your
immediately
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

immediately

immediately

Pig Stall

if you have

Stud

2

immediately

Log House

Feed Storehouse

immediately

if you have

if you have

Feed Storehouse

immediately

Pig StallFeed Storehouse

Pig Stall

if you have
immediately

Pig Stall
if you have

immediately

if you have

Stud

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

immediately
immediately

if you have

Station

if you have

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

if you have

Log House

Dog House

Sawmill

Buildings and feedi
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
Stud
farm space adjacent to
this building.
You may keep up to
2 horses in each unus
farm space adjacent t
Log
House
Stud
this
building.

that does not
Dogspace
House
border the forest.

You can
You canYou
immediately
buildcan
immediately
buildely build
immediat
every new
border
every
border
every
younew
get
at new border
you
get you
at get at
no cost.
no cost. no cost.

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Half-Ti mb ered House

W
Woodshop
Woodshop
Woodshop
Y

6. Determine a start player and give them the start player tile.
You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Sawmill

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Sawmill

Sawmill

border the forest.
You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm

Stall
FeedPig
Storehouse
if you have

immediately
immediately

Pig Stall

immediately

if you have

After the last round,
you get an additional

Y

if
ifyou
youhave
have

Shelter

breeding
phase.
Breeding
Station
Dog
House

AAssembly
m
H
Hall
Assembly Hall

At any time,
you canly Hall
Assemb
At your
any time,
you can
give
opponent
1 of
give
opponent
1toofyou can
time,
any
At
youryour
unused
borders
yourbuild
unused
borders
to
1 of
opponent
your
1 border
give
build
border
unused borders to
at your
no1 cost.
at no cost.
build 1 border
at no cost.

For each pasture
containing
For exactly
each pasture
1 animal,
you exactly
containing
immediate
get 1 you
1 ly
animal,
animal of the
same type.get 1
immediately
animal of the same type.

5. Lay out the “Half-Timbered House”, “Open Stable”,
“Shelter”, and “Storage” basic special buildings (with a
yellow back side) next to each other, alongside the bottom
edge of the game board.

For each pasture
For each pasture
containing
exactly c Farm
Organi
containing
1 animal, exactly
you
1 animal, you
immediately
1 pasture
each
Forget
immediately
gettype.
1 exactly
animal
of the
same
containing
animal of the
same type.you
1 animal,
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost

you get an
additional
Dog
House
not
phase.
Dog House space that doesbreeding

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

O
m
Organic Farm
Organic Farm

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space,
you can
Each time
you use the
also take“Building
1 wood from
Resources”
the “3 wood”
action space, you can
action space.
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

You can
1 sheep
After
the keep
last round,
in each
unused
farm
you
get an
additional
Dog House
Breeding Station
space that
does not
breeding
phase.
border the forest. You can keep 1After
sheepthe last round,
in each unused farm

4. Place 4 farm expansions, 4 “Stall/Stable” tiles, and the
10 feeding troughs
to the side, as well as the building
Depot
m
Organic Farm
A m
H
resources and animals.
supply.
Home Depot These form the general
Organic Farm
W

if you have

Breeding Station
i mmediately

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

of each

Animal Trader

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Byre Dwelling

Byre Dwelling

Byre Dwelling

Byre Dwelling

3. Give each player 9 borders. Place the remaining 8 borders
*
* *
next to the game board, near the “Expand” action
space.

O

Half-Ti
mb ered House
Shelter

Shelter

i mmediately

After the last round,
you get an additional Breeding Station
breeding phase.
After the last round,
you get an additional
Breeding
breeding phase.
Breeding Station

Shelter

have

ShelterHalf-Ti mb ered House

i mmediately

of each

Field

i mmediately

of each

Trader
Fodder
RanchBeet Field

at any time

Cattle Market

2. Give each player a farm board and place it in front of
you such that the forest is at the top and the road at
the bottom. Choose a color and take the corresponding
3 workers, placing them near your farm board.

i mmediately

Shelter

Stall

of each

have

Buildings and feeding
Fodder Beet
troughs each cost
you 1 less
wood.
immediately

Animal
Trader
Fodder
Beet
Field

i mmediately

have

Reed Hut

immediately
At any
time during the
work phase, you can
Animal
exchange 2 different

per adjacent
building

immediately

Cottage Extension
Reed Hut
Dairy Farm
You r past ures
Once before each breeding
You can immediately
You
You R
may keep
with
Hup to
D must build allm
out a feed ing
phase, you can
exchange
build another special
Conser vatory
R
buildings orthogonally
Tr adi ng Sta
2 cows in each unused
gh can each
2 different trou
building
building.
If you do,
R
Cotta
ge
tion
adjacent to one another.
Stall
hold Feeding Station
Ran
farm space
adjacent to
1 additional animal.
resources for
1 animal
1 addi
you must place it
tion
Trading
Station
Feeding
Station
al
Onc
You
Conservatory
can
Stall
Ran
anim al.
immediately
R Cottag
e before each
* must be built in round 1
this building.
Trading Trading
W
of your choice.
adjacent to
Station
bree ding
with your 2nd action and
Cotta
Station
Feeding Station
Conservatory
pha se, you
build another special
Your pastures
Trad ing Station Cotta ge Ext immediately
this one.
adjacent to your cottage
CottageW
can exch ang
With
ea
Extens
newly
Your pastures
Once before each breeding
You
e
ens
2 different
building. If
without a feeding
You
mu
ion
Once
youcan
before
do,immediately
With
ea
W
each
breeding
buil
g
newlyYou
bredm
Youra pastures
Onceyou
before
breeding
Station
Youanother
can immediately
without
can each
exchange
build
special
resource s for ding phase, you phase,
trough can each
you must place
Once before each breedin You
Cotta ge
buildings
o
it
hold feeding Feedi ng
can
exchange
newly
bred
You must
1 anim al
e
build
without
a feeding
phase,
you
can exchange
al
mu st bui
build another
trough
can each
hold
different
building
If you special
do,
of you r cho
1 additional
adjacent to building.
building
phase, you can exchang
2 different 2building
animal.
to
ervatory
ice.
bui ldin gs orth ld allbuildings adjacent
trough cananimal.
each hold Your pasture s
2 different
orthogona
building.
If you
1 additional
resources
for 1building
animal2 different buildin g
must place
it do, Cons
this one. you
resources for
ogonally
adjacent
1 animal for 1 animal
be built i
adjacent to
1 additional animal.without a feeding
adjacent to* must
you must
of resources
your choice.
oneyour
adjacent
to place it
anoth
resourc es for 1 animal
one another
of your choice.
immedi ately
with
2nd
can
hold
You
Cotta ge
*
must
be
bui
Servant’s
Hut
Home Depot
Organic
Farm
Assembly
Hall
Ho
each
Woodshop
can
.
of
your
choice.
me
adjacent
trough
this
one. to De pot
* must be built
to you
* must be built inadjacent
of your choice.
round
with 1your
2
build another special
with your 2nd in roun d 1
with your 2nd action
this
one.
1 additional animal.
adjacent
and to
Each time you use the
For
each
pasture
actio n and
do,
You can
Each
At any time, you can
adjacent to your cottage
time
immediatelyadjac ent to your cotta
you use the buildin g. If you
“Building Resources”
containing
ge
your opponent 1 of
immediately build *
it
“Bu ildinexactly
H
action space, you can
O
m
A m
H
Organ
Resource s” you must place
1 animal,gyou
W give
C
M
your unused borders
to
ic Far m
every new Extension
border
action spac e,
adjacent to
and also Dairy
once
Cottage
immediately
getyou
1
Trading
Station
Feeding Station
Conservatory also take 1 wood from
Farm
build
1
border
can
you
get
at
the “3 wood”
animal
the same type.
alsooftake
one.
1 woo d from this Home
no cost.For each past ure
no cost.
action space.
Your pastures the “3
Once before eachatbreeding
You can immediately
Depot
You must
build all
You may keep up to
contain ing
woo d”
exac tly
without a feedingactio
you can exchange
build another special
OrganicOrganic
Assembly Ha
Farm buildings
Depot phase,
Farm orthogonally
Assembly
Hall
2 cows in each
unused
1
bly Hall
Each time you Home
Assem
trough can each hold n spac e.
al, you
ll Assembly
useHome
building. If you do,
the
Depot2 different building immanim
Organicadjacent
Farm
Assembly
Hall
to one another.
Hall
farm space adjacent
to
ediately get
1 additional animal.
“Building Resources”
you must place
it
Conser
For each pasture
At any tim
Each time you use the resources for 1 animal
vatory
1
For
each
pasture
anim
*
must
be
built
in round 1 nic Farm
At any
time,
you can any time, you can
al
this
building.
e, you can
Orga
of the sam e
adjacent to
you
At
Feeding Stationaction space, “Building
Each
you use the of your choice.
with your 2nd action and
cantime
give you r opp
typ e. containing containing
exactly
Resources”
For eachexactly
pasture
At
T
any
At
any
time, you1 can
time,
you
can
this one. You can immediate
give
your
opponent
of your opponent 1 ofWo
otta ge
adjacent
to
your
cottage
onent 1 of
also take 1 wood
e Depot
1 animal, you
“Building
Resources”
ly
from
Tradin
give
Hom
exactly For each pasture
action
space, you
can
g
you r unuCottage
1containing
animal, you
Station
give
your
give
your
opponent
1
of
opponent
sed
Extension
1
of
your
unused
borders
to
Trading
Station
build another
Feeding
Conservatory
Your
bor
pastures Station
the “3 wood”also
special
immediatelyimmediately
ders to n
action
can
Cottage
unused border s to You
get11animal,get
you
Extensio
your
take space,
1 woodyou
from
1
your unused borders
contain ing exactly
bui ld 1 bor
your
unused
borders
toHut
use the
D
building. If you do,
without a feeding
Reed
to
build
1 border
Once before each
animal
action space. thealso
T
of the
R
H
DDairy
m , you
der
same
take
1 wood
from Each time you
breeding
immediately
get
1 m1Farm
type.
Cottage
Extension
build 1 borderimm
“3
wood”
animal
of
the same
type.
Trading Station
g Station
R
H
animal
Your
before each breeding
Youplace
can immediately
1 border
te
Farm
R atbuild
trough can
you must
You
must
allbuild 1 border
Hcost.
Dairy
no cost
phase,Once
eachpastures
noReed
“Buildi ng Resourc es”
it
hold
you can
exchange
Trading Station
g Station
theCottage
“3
wood” Extension
type.
. build
Hut at no cost. everyedia
Dairy
Farm
Youatmust
action
space.
iately get 1
build
all
immed
without
a feeding
phase, you can exchangeanimal
n you can
build
Y ofYthe same
1 additional
adjacent
new
space,
to another special
2 different
Cottage Extensio
animal.
buildings orthogonallyat no cost. at no cost.
building
astures
type. buildings
Once before each breeding
action
same
the up
Youspace.
must build allaction
of
orthogona lly
You mayanimal
keep
up
to
trough can each hold
2 different building
building. If you do,
to
this one.
keep
Station
1 wood from
g
resources
you Yo
may
pastures
Once
before
each
breeding
take
You
for
Tradin
also
adjacent
to
one
another.
1
animal
ge
a feeding
phase,
you
can
exchange
You
must
build
all
may
keep unused
up to
Servant’s
Organic
Assembly
Hall
adjacent
Woodshop
to one another.
1 additional
animal. Farm buildings orthogonally
resources
for 1 animal
2c
you must place it Home Depot
2You
cows
incows
each
all
of
build
your
aeach
feeding
you building
can exchange
unused
wood”
must
choice.
“3
each
You
in
the
no
needing
holdStation
2phase,
different
2
co
buildings
* must be built in round 1
2 cows
in each
unused
of your choice.
adjacent to
adjacent
to orthogonally
one another.
* must be built in round 1
each breeding
far
farm
space
adjacent
to
Once
lly
Each time you useresources
naleach
hold
2the
different
with
your 2nd action and
orthogona
to
For each pasture
action space.
animal.
forbuilding
1before
animal
You
can
At any time, you can
space adjacent
farmadjacent
with
adjacentbuildings
to one another.
youradjacent
2nd action
immediately
and cottage
this one.
farmbuilding.
space
to
to your
can exchange
“Building Resources”
pastures
* must be built in roundto
1 one another.
nal
animal.
resources
for 1you
animal
Your
containing exactly
thi
this
adjacent to your
of
your phase,
choice.
cottage
give your opponent 1 of
immediately
build
adjacent
this building.
2nd in
action
and1
immediately
*with
mustyour
be built
round
action space, you of
can your2choice.
this building.
different building
1 animal, you
without a feeding
your unused borders to
adjacent
to 2nd
your cottage
every new border
with your
andin round 1
be built
* mustaction
also take 1 wood from
and also onc
immediately get 1
resources for 1 animal
immediately
ough can each hold
adjacent to with
youryour
cottage
2nd action and
build 1 border
you
get
at
the
“3
wood”
animal
of
the
same
type.
of your choice.
adjacent to your cottage
additional animal.
at no cost.
no cost.
action space. Home

You may not place a worker on an action space without
using at least one of the depicted actions. (The action
spaces are explained in detail on pages 6 and 7.)
Important: Action spaces occupied by a worker are
blocked for the remainder of the current work phase. The
work phase ends when all six workers have been placed.

C O U R S E O F P L AY
The game is played over 8 rounds. Each round goes
through the following four phases in this order:
l. Refill Phase
ll. Work Phase

any number of times

L

lll. Home Phase
lV. Breeding Phase

X

After 8 rounds, players will total their scores and
determine the winner.

and also
any number of times

1 . Re fi l l P h a s e

per action
When you use an actiononce
space
that has accumulated
goods, take them from the action space. Place building
At the start of each round, you
and also
resources (wood, stone, reed) in your any
personal
supply;
must refill some action spaces on
number of times
there is no limit to how many resources you may keep.
the game board with the goods
Animals must be accommodated on your farm or they
printed on them, even if there are
run away, i.e., you must return them to the general
goods left from previous rounds.
This action space
accumulates
supply. Pastures, buildings, and feeding troughs help
Youanycan
recognize
these
spaces
by
number of times
1 stone per round.
any number of times
you prevent this from happening
(see1“Raising
Animals”
the refill arrow on them.
Special Building
and also
on
the
following
two
pages).
and also
Do not place any goods
action
any numberon
of times
Expand
any number of times
mes spaces
without the refill arrow.
1 1 1. Ho m e P h a s e
and
also
All of the action spaces
for
and also
any number of times
When the work phase is over, all workers
return
to their
Building
1 Special
and also
Expand
animals show
a second good in
and also
farms.
any number of times
Stall
parentheses,
once p er action indicating:
Expand
If the action space is empty,
1
v. B r e e d i n g P h a s e
This action
and also
space does not
add
the
first
good
shown
as
any number
of times
once p er action
At the end of each round, Stall
accumulate goods.
normal and ignore the good in
your animals breed. If you
parentheses.
o
and also
have at least 2 animals
and also
f times
any number of times
Expandone or more goods
Stall
If the action space contains
of the same type, you get
Stall
already, instead add the good shown in parentheses.
another
animal
of
that
type.
any number of times
1 Special Building
(Your animals breed even if
Stall
Example: In round 1, you place
Half-Ti mb ered House
and also
Stall the parent animals do not
1
reed
on
this
action
space.
any number
of times
live in the same space.) You
any
number
of times
1 Special Building
As long as no player takes
must immediately
o
the goods on this space, add
Special Building
any number of1times
f times
accommodate the newborn or it runs away.
1 sheep in each subsequent
mber of times
round.
Important! You can get at most 1 sheep, 1 pig, 1 cow,
and also Once the goods have
any number of times
and also
and also
been taken, add 1 and
reed
again
Special Building
1
and 1 horse per breeding
phase,
Cow
Stall even if you have
also
any number of times
Expan d
in the next round. Expand
Stall
Shelter
immediately
multiple pairs
of animals of
one type.
Stall

Stall

Stable

H

Stall

Stall

Stall

Stall

Stall

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stall

Stora ge

Stall

Stable

i mmediately

Stall

Fertility Center
O pen Stable

Feed Storehous

p er
bu ilding
resource

Large Extension
Stall

Half-Ti mb ered House

Sh

i mmediately

table

E n d of Rou n d

Stall
building

immediately

oad

This is the main phase of
thel Buildi
game. Beginning with the
1 Specia
ng
start player,
taking turns placing one worker at
Building
1 Special alternate
a time, until all workers have been placed on the game
board.
Stall
When you place a worker on an action space, you must
immediately carry out the action(s) shown on the space.

The current round ends after both players have bred
immediately
their animals. After rounds 1 to 7, proceed with the
Cow
you have
refill phase of the next round. The game ends after ifStall
Small “Game
Extension End and Scoring” on pageAnimal
Trader
round 8 (see
8).immediately
per adjacent
At any time during the
building player does not change automatically.
work phase, you can
Note: The start
exchange 2 different
Stall
Fodder
Beet
Field
Shelteryou must
animals
forhave
1 other
In orderCow
to Stall
become startCow
player,
take
ifthe
you
Fodder
animal.
immediately
immediately
immediately
imme
corresponding action (see
page 6).
i mmediately

Stall

Stora ge

must be next to the road
building

Large Extension

per adjacent

Large Extension
if you have

of each

have

y Fence
CenterBuilder

Farm Shop

Farm Well

i mmediately

Open Stable

if you have

per adjacent
building

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

immediately

3

have

immediately
al required
ny
number
other
one of times
me type.

Stable

per adjacent
building

Stable

if you have

Farm Well

Stall

of each

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

1 1. Work P h a s e

Stall

immediately

Stall

Only 1 animal
required
i mmediately
to breed another one
of the same type.

1 Special Building

Small Extension

have

Tip: This phase is best playedFodder
simultaneously.
Beet Field per adjacent

Cow Stall

e road

mber of times

Farm Well

1

Half-

p

Stall

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Stall

Stall

Stall

if you have

ra ge

ilding

immediately

Stall

Stall

Large Extension

per action

h

i mmediately

Example: Even if you
haveHalf-Ti
2 sheep
in one
mb ered House
stall and 2 more in
another,
you only get
Small Extension
1 additional
sheep
per adjacent
building
per breeding
phase.

lding
urce

once per action

Stall

Note: Do not forget to add
a yellow border from the
general supply to the “Expand”
and also
action
space, as these borders
any numbe
r of times
and also
any number of times
also “count” the eight rounds
and also
that the game lasts. (The
Expand
number of borders left in the
general supply indicates how
Special
Building
any numbe
r of times
many
rounds
are left to play.)
l Buildi
1 Specia
ng

1 Special Building

Cow Stall

if you have

per adjacent
Stall
building

mes

Fo

Open Stable
Large Extension

ilding

have

per adjacent
building

Stall

Stable

le

Stall

Stall

O pen Stable

p er
building
resource

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Fertility Center

i mmediately

immediately

Farm Shop

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Stall

per adjacent
building

immediately

must be next to the road

*

Inn

immediately

Stora ge

Materials Outlet

Large Extension

Stall

Stall

Farm

At the start
of the last 3 rou

Building

At any time
you can pay 2 sto
replace 1 feeding t
outside of a buil
with 1 regular s

Stall

Stall

pen Stable

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Stall

ediately

Byre Dwelling
Corner House

2

Stall

Shelter

i mmediately

O pen Stable

and also
any number of times

and also
any number of times

3

Half-Ti mb ered H

Example: This size three pasture is being split by a stall.
ge
Previously,Cotta
it could
hold 6 animals of a single type. After
building the stall, there is room for 2+3+2=7 animals of
up to three different types (separated).

of each

i mmediately

any number of times

once p er action

Stall

Stall

Half-Ti mb ered House

have

Fodder Beet Field

immediately

Stable

Animal Trader

Stall

1 Special Building
At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Organic Farm

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Cotta ge

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Half-Ti mb ered House

any number of times

1 Special Building

2

Cotta ge

Stall

1 Special Building

Small Extension

per adjacent
building

Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Stall

Cotta ge

Stable

Expand

er action
Pastures are formed once
by penclosing
farm spaces with bor
ders. Borders are placed on the edges
of farm spaces.
and also
any number of times
The walls around buildings also serve as borders for pas
tures. Each space in a pasture can hold up to 2 animals.
The animals in a pasture must be of the same type.
Stall

any number of times

Stall

Stall

Buildings may be built inside of fully enclosed pastures
and on spaces containing a feeding trough but no tile
and also
(see
also “Keeping Animals with Feeding Troughs”).

Feeding troughs improve the potential for keeping animals.

Ke e p i n g A n i m a l s i n Pa s t u r e s

Stall

Cow Stall

if you have

R A I S I N G A NanyI number
MA
LS
uilding
of times
ering
and also
orest Animals can be kept in pastures and
certain
buildings.
any number of times

immediately

Conservatory

can immediately
d another special
ding. If you do,
must place it
cent to
one.

fice

Farm Well

immediately

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

Joinery

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

*

immediately

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Hay Rack

immediately

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Stall

Stora ge

p er
bu ilding
resource

Duck Pond

Stall

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery

O pen Stable

i mmediately

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Home Workshop

Fence Builder

immediately
any number of times

Hay Rack

immediately

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Once before each
breeding phase:

immediately
any number of times

Fence Builder

per adjacent
building

Office

per building
bordering
the forest

Each time you take the
* requires “Stall” action, also:
6 unused farm spaces

Workshop

Duck Pond

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Cotta ge

immediately

Farm Shop

Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

must be next to the road

Timber Shop

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Large Extension

Farm Well
Cattle Farm

immediately

*

Duck Pond

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

Hayrick

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery
Home Workshop

Fertility Center

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Wild Boar Pen

Stora ge

immediately

Estate

Pen

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Barn

immediately

*
Shelter
Corner House

Materials Outlet

Fence Builder

At the start
Each time youof
add
thea last 3 rounds:
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Stable

You may no longer
expand your farm.

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

*

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

i mmediately Open
Rearing Station

immediately

Estate

immediately

Fence Builder

i mmediately

Stall

immediately

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside
Stallof a building
with 1 regular stall.

Building Firm

if yo

Home Workshop

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Cotta ge
all

Well

start
rounds:

*

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

if you have

ately
of times

6 unused farm spaces

Fertility Center

Rearing Station

Cattle Farm

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.
uilder

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

S

im

Cow

if you

Feed S

if yo

immediately

4
Stora
ge

Flooring Expert

immediately

immediately

tall
Pen

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Inn

House

immediately
any number of times

immediately

Wild Boar Pen

Hayrick

Stora ge

You can keep 1 pig in
Country
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively

per building
bordering
the road

Farm Wellhold 3 animals of
each of two types.
Joinery

Ranch

if you have

if you have

Log House

immediately

of each

Rack

animals kept in
s building do not
unt for scoring.

per
building
resource

Farm Well

Manor

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

immediately
any number of times

p er
building
resource

At the start
rounds:
of the last 3Once
before each
breeding phase:

of each

per stone on
this building

have

Do

Breeding Station
p er
bu ilding
resource

Stable

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.
Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Stable

ent

tension

Stable

Stall

Large Extension
if you have

Log House

Carpenter

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

and also

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

per adjacent
building

Effect

Expand

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

With each
newly bred horse:

Stora ge

Stable

Animal Trader

Steward’s Office

Stall

Building name

immediately

Assembly
Hall
if you
have

iately

Stall

Stone Carver

Extension

ll

You can
in each
space t
border

Hay Rack

adjacent
ding

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

immediately

Stall

Stall

Farm Well

i mmediately

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

per building
bordering

must be next to the road

You must build a
buildings orthogon
adjacent to one anot

farm space adjacent to
this building.

Pig Stall

per
bui

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Holding capacity
Example: Thanks to the stall that you built earlier, you only
Breeding Station
Cow Stall
Fodder Beet Field
needed 4 borders to create this pasture. Keep in mind that
the last round,
you do not have all that many borders available over the
you
get an additional are explained in
The effects of all special After
buildings
breeding phase.
course of the entire game.
detail on pages 9-12.
have

breeding phase.

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm

O pen Stable
the forest

immediately

Farm Shop

any number of times

and also
space that does not
any number of times
border the forest.

Feed Storehouse

if you have

Prerequisite

O pen Stable
i mmediately

Animal Trader

once per action

immediately

Office

Large Extension

Small Extension

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Half-Ti mb ered House

Pig Stall

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

must be next to the road

per adjacent
building

the forest

per adjacent
building

Stall

immediately

and also
if youof
have
any number
times

immediately

immediately

if you have

Stud

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Stall

1 Special Building

Point Organic
value Farm

o

immediately

per adjacent
building

Carpenter

any number of times

Stable

Sawmill

i mmediately

Shelter

i mmediately

Stall

1 Special Building

Byre Dwelling

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Shelter

have

if you have

Feed Storehouse

Stall

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Flooring Expert

of each

immediately

Building cost

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

*

Breeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

immediately

if you have

Pig Stall

immediately

have

immediately

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Stall

Half-Ti mb ered House

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Reed Hut

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Fodder Beet Field

Animal Trader

Dairy Farm

Home Depot

if you have

immediately

Stud

Stable

Stall

Cow Stall

if you have

per adjacent
building

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Log House

if you have

immediately

Half-Ti mb ered House

at any time

Cattle Market

Shelter

Sawmill

i mmediately

immediately
any number of times

Small Extension

Stall

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

*

and also

Cottage Extension

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Stall

Servant’s Hut

and also once

immediately

Stall

Byre Dwelling

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep

empty this building.

and also

if you have

Stall

Fence Builder

Cotta ge

Expand

immediately

any number of times

any number of times
border the forest.

You must build allExpand
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Carpenter

You can move your
Woodshop
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.
You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

Flooring Expert

immediately

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

P

nery

each unused farm
Trading Stationand also inspace
that does not

Assembly Hall

your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

Pig Stall

immediately

if you have

Stable

Feed Storehouse

immediately

and alsoAt any time, you can
if youof
have
give
your opponent 1 of
any number
times

1 Special Building

1 Special Building

Stall

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Stall

Stable

Stall

once per action

Stall

any number of times

Shelter

i mmediately

When you place a building adjacent to pre-existing
borders, the borders illustrated on the building do not
provide any additional benefit.
In any case, you may not
Cow Stall
Fodder Beet F
return previously placed borders to your supply.
any number of times
Tip: It is often very smart to partially enclose pastures in
and also
Example: Thisanypasture
is comprised of 2 farm spaces that and also order to later use a building to finish them off. This way,
number of times
have been enclosed with 5 border pieces. The right wall of Expand
you can save valuable borders.
the cottage serves as the 6th border. The pasture can hold
Small Extension
There are three types of buildings: stalls, stables, and
4 animals of the same type.
special buildings. Each type is built on a different action
You are allowed to have unfinished pastures with
space (see pages 6 and 7). Stall
once p er action
borders missing. Unfinished pastures cannot hold any
Stalls and Stables
animals. Also, youandare
allowed to subdivide
existing
any number
of times
also
of times
pastures laterany
bynumber
placing
borders inside the pasture. and also Stalls and stables are two sides of the same tile and
and also
must
be next to
the road
* placing borders (seeany number of timesused in every game. You
must
first
build a stall, before
Expand
There are two action spaces for
you
can
upgrade
it
to
a
stable
later.
page 6): one lets
you build
fences (with wood), the
Duck
Pond
Farm Shop
Stalls can hold up to 3 animals of the
Stall
other one lets you build walls (with stone). It does
immediately
immediately
Stall
onceof
per wood
action
same type, as indicated by the number
not matter whether the borders are made
or
any number of times
right corner of the
stone. You do1not
need
to (nor should you) distinguish and also shown in the
Special
Building
Cottabottom
ge
any number of times
tile.
Each
stall
costs
3
stone and 1 reed
between them afterward.
* requires
6 unused farm spaces
and
is
worth
1
point
during
scoring.
Note: You Cotta
cangeonly place borders from your personal
Stables
are
upgrades
of
stalls.
When you
supply. You start the game with 9 borders; you can get
Special
Building
upgrade
a
stall
to
a
stable,
simply
turn
1
more on the “Expand”
action space (seeanypage
7).
number of times
Stable
1 Special Buildingthe tile to the reverse side. Upgrading
Stable
Large Ex
Ke e p i n g A n i m a l s i n Bu i ld i n g s
Fertility
Center
e Farm
costs
your choice of 5 wood or 5 stone.
Cow
Stall
Each
stable
can
hold
up
to
5
animals
can also be kept in most buildings. Normally,
per adja
Only 1 animal required
ou addAnimals
a
immediately
1 Special Buildingof the same type and is worth
buildin
4 points
buildings get built on farm spaces that do not already
to breed another one
on, you
Stable
of
the
same
type.
e 1 animal
during
scoring.
contain a building. Building them makes it easier to
if you have
Cow Stall
enclose pastures, as the four walls around a building
Special Buildings
and also
Stable
Expand
also
serve as borders (see example).
Like stalls and stables, most special buildings are
capable of holding animals. Some provideSmall
immediate
Extension
effects
that
activate
on
building;
others
have
perongoing
adjacent
Car
Feed Storehouse
Stall
building
Small
You can m
effects that you can benefit from during the entire
stalls and
troughs at
Cottage Exten
TradingifStation
Feeding Station course of the game.
Conservatory
you have
1 Special Building

St

You may ke
2 horses in e
farm space a
this buildin

Sta

Materials Outlet

Inn

immediately

immediately

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Fertility Center

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

immediately

Stall
O pen Stable

per
building
resource

Stora ge

Hay Rack

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Stall

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Wild Boar Pen

Fence Builder

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:
immediately

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

Duck Pond

*

Stall

O pen Stable

i mmediately

Cotta ge

per adjacent
building

Stall

Stall

h
:

*

Fertility Center

Farm Shop

immediately

requires
6 unused farm spaces

immediately
any number of times

immediately

Large Extension

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Office

per building
bordering
the forest

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Inn

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.
a
u per adjacent
building
mal

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Workshop

Materials Outlet

immediately

Country House

Before each
breeding phase, you must
must be next to the road
empty this building.

Rearing Station

of your farm

*

Fence Builder

Inn

Hayrick

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

immediately
Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

if you have
5+ special
* must
buildings

be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Timber Shop

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Duck Pond

immediately

m
arge Extension

Timber Shop

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

u take the
on, also:

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

kshop

Barn

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

immediately

Workshop

Farm Well

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

mediately

ntry House

Hayrick

must be next to the road

be built in
Timber Shop* must
one of the 4 corners

Office

Dairy Farm

Feed Storehouse

Hayrick

immediately

ve
l
s

per building
bordering
the forest

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

Farm Shop

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

*

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

You may no longer
your farm.

Duck Pond

immediately

per building
bordering expand
the road

immediately

Building Firm

*

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

Barn

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Fertility Center

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Stall

Open Stable

*

i mmediately

this building do not
count for scoring.

Fence Builder

Stall

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Stora ge

Manor

immediately

Stall

Stall

if you have

immediately

Stall

mediately

and also

Expand

Corner House

d Boar Pen

Stud

Log House

if you have

Shelter

i mmediately

Byre D

Station

ate

keep 1 pig in
sed farm space
g the forest.
if you have

and also
any number of times

phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

per
building
resource

Cattle Farm

any number of times

Breeding Station

per stone on
this building

immediately
any number of times

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

and also

Sawm

Buildings and
troughs each
you 1 less w

Example: You just grabbed another pig and sheep. In order
to accommodate them on your farm, you move your house
pig to the empty pasture, together with the newly gained
pig. Now the sheep can go into the Cottage.

Breeding
immediately

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

i mmediately

Expand

Half-Ti mb ered House

Byre Dwelling

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

this
building do not
from your supply

ay Rack

of each

Dog House

Stall

this building.
Cottaon
ge
count
for scoring.

mediately

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

Stall

and also
any number of times

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

1 Special Building

Cotta ge

Cow Stall

an use an
ction space
lacing
ker.

have
and also
any number of times

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

once per action

Stall

Stable

Cotta ge

of each

Fodder Beet Field

have

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

*

Cottage Extension

5

any number of times

once per action

Animal Trader

Stall

Cow Stall

if you have

Small Extens

per adjacent
building
You
in e
spa
bo

Tradi

Dair

Once before
phase, you c
2 different b
resources fo
of your cho

You may k
2 cows in e
farm space
this buildin

Byre Dwelling

Trading Station

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal

immediately

Animal Trader

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Ranch

With each

Organic Farm

You are allowed to build a maximum of one feeding
trough on each farm space. You can have multiple
feeding troughs in a pasture, as long as every
feeding trough is standing on a different space. The
effects are cumulative.

in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Stud

You may keep u
2 horses in each
farm space adjac
this building.

Once anything is built, it cannot be moved or removed
again. Animals, on the other hand, can run around. You
are therefore allowed to rearrange the animals on your
farm or remove them from your farm whenever you
want. (Moving animals around is also important if you
want to make the best use of the space at your disposal.)

immediately

Small Extension

per adjacent
building

Sawmill

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Example: One horse
can be happily fed
by this free-standing
feeding trough.

immediately

if you have

Mov i n g A n i m a l s A rou n d

if you have

Stall

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Feeding Station
newly bred horse:

*

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.
Reed Hut

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

immediately

CattleWoodshop
Market

Cotta ge

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

1 Special Building

Byre Dwelling

Conservatory

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to

Home Depot

Servant’s Hut

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Assembly Hall

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Small Extension

A feeding trough on a farm space that does not belong
to a fully enclosed pasture can keep exactly 1 animal.

Cotta ge

and also

immediately

per adjacent
building

Small Extension
any number of times

of each

2 Beet Field
1 x 2 =Fodder

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

if you have

Carpen

You can mov
stalls and fee
troughs at any

You are allowed to enclose a pasture around a
free-standing feeding trough. If you do, the feeding
trough’s effect changes to suit its new surroundings.
You are allowed to build
a stall
Breeding
Station or special building on
After the last round,
a space with a pre-existing
feeding trough. In that
you get an additional
breeding phase.
case, the feeding trough
remains but again has a
new effect.
You are allowed to upgrade a stall with a feeding
Animal Trader
Dog House
trough to a stable with a feeding trough.
You can keep 1 sheep
any number of times

Trading Station this one.

immediately

1 Special Building

1 Special Building

*

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

have

if you have

i mmediately

Cotta ge

Cow Stall

per adjacent
building

Stable

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Woodshop

Cotta ge

Feed Storehouse
immediately

Example: Thanks to the two feeding troughs, this size two
pasture can hold up to 16 animals of the same type. The
Pig Stall
Shelter
base capacity
(of 4 animals) is doubled and then doubled
again.

Stall

(2+2) x 2 = 8

Stall

Half-Ti mb ered House

3x2=6

Example: A stall with a feeding trough can hold up to
6 animals of the same type. The one feeding trough in the
pasture doubles its entire capacity: it can now hold up to
8 animals of the same type. The Cottage with a feeding
trough can now hold up to 2 animals of the same type.

tion

any number of times

Stall

Organic
Farm
Assembly Hall

Stall

Joinery

Cotta ge

immediately

and also

Cow Stall

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Feeding troughs double the number of animals that
can be kept in a building or pasture.

if you have

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.
Trading Station

Ke e p i n g A n i m a l s w ith Fe ed i n g Tr ou gh s

Expand

Inn

ng
old
mal.

Cotta ge

Once before each
breeding phase:

expand your farm.

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Home Depot Organic Farm

expand your farm.

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

The Cottage
You start the game with one special
building preprinted on your farm board
providing room for 1 animal (a pet of
sorts). A few special buildings, like the
Half-Timbered House, let you upgrade
the Cottage and keep additional animals.

Reed H

T H E AC T I O N S PAC E S
Walls
When you use this action space, immediately place
any number of borders from your personal supply—
but at least one—on your farm board. Each new
border you place costs 2 stone, except for the first two,
which you may place at no cost. (You are allowed to
use this action space to only place the free borders. See
“Keeping Animals in Pastures” on page 4 for details on
how to use borders.)

Start Player and 1 Wood
This action spaces accumulates 1 wood per round. When you
use it, immediately take all the wood that has accumulated on
the space and place it in your personal supply. Additionally,
take the start player marker and place it in front of you.
Beginning with the next round and as long as you have this
marker, you will take the first turn in each work phase. (The
turn order of the current work phase does not change.)

Fences
When you use this action space, immediately place any
number of borders from your personal supply—but at
least one—on your farm board. Each new border you
place costs 1 wood. (See “Keeping Animals in Pastures”
on page 4 for details on how to use borders.)
Feeding Troughs
When you use this action space, immediately place
any number of feeding troughs from the general
supply—but at least one—on farm spaces that do
not already contain a feeding trough. (You may place
feeding troughs inside or outside of pastures and on
buildings.) Each new feeding trough costs 3 wood,
except for the first one, which you may place at no
cost. (You are allowed to use this action space to only
place the free feeding trough. See “Keeping Animals
with Feeding Troughs” on page 5 for details on how to
use feeding troughs.)

any number of times
and also
any number of times

once p er action

Stall
When you use this action space, immediately pay
3 stone and 1 reed from your personal supply and
place a “Stall/Stable” tile with the “Stall” side facing
up on a farm space that does not already contain a
building. (The space may contain a feeding trough,
which remains after you place the stall. See “Keeping
Animals in Buildings” on page 4 for details.) You can
build at most one stall per action.
Stables
When you use this action space, immediately turn
any number of “Stall” tiles on your farm—but at least
one—to the “Stable” side by paying either 5 wood or
5 stone per tile that you turn. You can pay some tiles
with wood and others with stone, but you may not
pay an individual tile with a combination of both (like
3 wood and 2 stone). Components on the tile (like
animals or a feeding trough) remain on it.

and also
any number of times
Stall

any number of times

Stall

1 Special Building

Stable

1 Special Building

Special Building
There are two of these action spaces, meaning that up to two workers—including two from the same player—can build a
special building each round. When you use it, immediately build exactly one of the available special buildings by paying the
building cost shown on the building tile. Then place the tile on a farm space that does not already contain a building. (The
space may contain a feeding trough, which remains after you place the special building.) Note that some special buildings
have a prerequisite that must be met, before you can build them. (The Open Stable, for instance, requires you replace a
stall. See “Keeping Animals in Buildings” on page 4 for details.) You can build at most one special building per action.
Note: You may not use these action spaces to build stalls and stables.

3 Wood
This action space accumulates 3 wood
per round. When you use it, immediately
take all the wood that has accumulated
on the space and place it in your
personal supply.

1 Stone
This action space accumulates 1 stone per round.
When you use it, immediately take all the stone that
has accumulated on the space and place it in your
personal supply.
2 Stone
This action space accumulates 2 stone per round.
When you use it, immediately take all the stone that
has accumulated on the space and place it in your
personal supply.
Building Resources
When you use this action space, immediately take
exactly 1 wood, 1 stone, and 1 reed from the general
supply and place these building resources in your
personal supply.

and also

Expand

Expand
This action space accumulates 1 border per round.
When you use it, immediately take all the borders
that have accumulated on the space and place them
in your personal supply. Additionally, take a farm
expansion from the general supply, if any remain,
and add it to the left or right of your farm board. The
illustrations of the forest at the top and the road at
the bottom must align with your farm board. Once
added, the farm expansion counts as part of your
Stall
(extended) farm
board. (Any rules referring to your
farm board always include any farm expansions you
may have added to it.)

Stall

Reed and Sheep
This action space accumulates 1 sheep per round,
unless it is empty. If empty, it starts with 1 reed
instead. When you use it, immediately take the reed
into your personal supply and any sheep that
have
Stall
accumulated on the space. You must accommodate
the sheep on your farm immediately or return some
or all of them to the general supply.

Stall

Pig and Sheep
This action space accumulates 1 sheep per round,
unless it is empty. If empty, it starts with 1 pig
instead. When you use it, immediately take the
animals that have accumulated on the space. You
must accommodate them on your farm immediately
or return some or all of them to the general supply.
Horse and SheepCow Stall
immediately 1 sheep per round, unless
This action space accumulates
it is empty. If empty, it starts with 1 horse instead. When
you use it, immediately take the animals that have
if you have
accumulated on the space. You must accommodate them
on your farm immediately or return some or all of them to
the general supply.
per adjacent
building

Large Extension

Cow and Pigs
This action space accumulates 1 pig per round, unless
it is empty. If empty, it starts with 1 cow instead.
When you use it, immediately take the animals
that have accumulated on the space. You must
accommodate them on your farm immediately or
return some or all of them to the general supply.

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

Stall

Stall

Stall

O pen Stable

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

immediately
At the start
any number
of times
of the last 3 rounds:

Fence Builder
Farm Well

Once
per before
adjacenteach
breeding
buildingphase:

Joinery

Once before each
breeding phase:

immediately
immediately

Hay Rack
Farm Shop

must be next to the road

Home Workshop
Fertility Center

Home Workshop

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Hay Rack

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

i mmediately

Stall

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

O pen Stable
Fertility Center

Fence Builder

*

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Cattle Farm

immediately
any number of times

requires
6 unused farm spaces

immediately

*

Duck Pond

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

Duck Pond

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Inn

if you have
5+ special
buildings

immediately

Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Each time you take the
immediately
“Stall” action, also:

Workshop
Estate

Office

per building
bordering
the forest

immediately

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Workshop

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

i mmediately

per adjacent
building

Large Extension

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

must be next to the road

immediately

Materials Outlet

Building Firm
Corner House

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Farm Shop

Inn
Hayrick

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Inn

immediately

Building Firm

You may no longer
expand your farm.

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Timber Shop

immediately

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

immediately

Duck Pond

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Workshop

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Wild Boar Pen

per building
bordering
the forest

Office
Rearing Station

Cotta ge

per building
bordering
the road

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Barn

Farm Well
Farm Well

Country House

immediately

Hayrick

Pen

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Corner House

Estate

immediately

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

At the start
At the start
of the last 3 rounds:
of the last 3 rounds:

Steward’s Office

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

*

Stall

immediately
and also once

Sawmill

Sawmill

Buildings and feedin
Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.
you 1 less wood.

Stall
immediately

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Building Firm

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

Materials Outlet

Materials Outlet

immediately

immediately

Country House
Pen

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Before each home

Steward’s Office
Office

Timber Shop

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

*

Hayrick

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Pen
Steward’s Office

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Barn

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Office
Hayrick

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Cotta ge

a worker.

per building
phase, you can use an
per building bordering
unoccupied action space
bordering
the forest
without placing
the forest

Servant’s Hut

Office

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Cotta ge

Barn

immediately

must be next to the road
must be next to the road

Manor

immediately

Farm Shop
Farm Shop

per stone on
this building

*

Stone Carver

*

Workshop

immediately

Byre Dwelling
Byre Dwelling

immediately

*

immediately

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Reed

ne Carver

*

Duck Pond
Duck Pond

Dairy Farm
You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

of each round,
place 1 stone
stour supply
s building.

per adjacent
per adjacent building
building

Large Extension
Large Extension

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

ediately

requires
requires 6 unused farm spaces
6 unused farm spaces

immediately

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

try House

per building
bordering
the forest

Office

Woodshop

Wild Boar Pen
Wild Boar Pen

Stall

Sawm

Buildings an
troughs eac
you 1 less

Stud

if you have

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

immediately

Inn

if you have
5+ special
buildings

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

You can keep 1 sheep
You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
in each unused farm
space that does not
space that does not
border the forest.
border the forest.

Log House

*

Cottage Extension
You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

Assembly Hall

Byre Dwelling
Dog House
Dog House

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Sawmill

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Ranch

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Organic Farm

Animal Trader
Animal Trader

At any time during the
At any time during
the you can
work phase,
work phase, you
can 2 different
exchange
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animals for 1animal.
other
animal.

You can keep 1 pig in
ou can keepeach
1 pig
in
unused
farm space
ch unused farm
space the forest.
bordering
rdering the forest.

immediately

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Barn

per building
Stables capable
of holding
bordering
5 animals the
can forest
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Stall

Cotta ge

Stud

Stud

You may keep up to
You may keep
up to in each unuse
2 horses
2 horses in each
unused
farm
space adjacent to
farm space adjacent
to
this building.
this building.

stone on
building

Fertility Center
Fertility Center

Estate

immediately

Timber Shop

Stall
per adjacent
per adjacent building
building

With each
newly bred horse:

Cotta ge

After the last round,
After the last round,
you get an additional
you get an additional
breeding phase.
breeding phase.

Dog House

Small Extension
Small Extension

Reed Hut

immediately

at any time

Cattle Market

immediately

Estate

immediately

Materials Outlet

Cotta ge

Breeding Station
Breeding Station

Only 1 animal required
Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
to breed another one
of the same type.
of the same type.

immediately

The sum total of your animal, bonus point, farm expan
sion and building scores is your final score. The player
with the most points wins. In case of a tie, the player
who was not the start player in round 1 is the winner.
Stall

and also once

Servant’s Hut

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

immediately

Breeding Station

if you have

Trading Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Home Depot

of each

of each

Fodder Beet Field
Fodder Beet Field

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

if you have

immediately

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

immediately

Feeding Station

Conservatory

Byre Dwelling

Dairy Farm

Cow Stall
Cow Stall

Stable

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

have

have

WI N NI NG TH E GAM E

immediately

Each farm expansion where all 3 farm
spaces have been used is worth 4 points.
This is your “farm expansion score”.

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Special Building
Special Building

Cattle Farm
Cattle Farm

Corner House

*

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

immediately

i mmediately

Open Stable
Open Stable

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Joinery
Large Extension

im

Stable

Each time you add a
Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.
for 1 cow.

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Timber Shop

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

*

Stall Farm Well

immediately

Wild Boar Pen

i mmediately

Pen

immediately

Fence Builder
Fence Builder

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Stall

Country House

immediately

immediately
immediately
any number of times
any number of times

must be next to the road

Rearing Station

Before each breeding
Only 1 animal required
phase, you can take
to breed another one
the “Stall” action.
of the same type.

immediately

immediately
per
building
resource

Stora geFarm Shop

Before each
Each time
topmust
breeding
phase,the
you
four action
spaces
empty
this building.
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

immediately

if you have

Hay Rack
Hay Rack

*

per
building
resource

Stora ge

Rearing Station

Pig Stall

immediately

immediately

immediately

JoineryDuck Pond

Large Extension

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Joinery

Stable

per adjacent
building

per building
bordering
the road

Once before each
Once before each
breeding phase:
breeding phase:

Stable

Manor

pBoar Pen

Fertility Center

Stall

per stone on
this building

*

Open Stable

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

requires
6 unused farm spaces

i mmediately

Stone Carver

Fence Builder

Cattle Farm

Stall

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

immediately
any number of times

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

eep 1 pig in
ed farm space
the forest.

per
building
resource

Stora ge

per building
bordering
the road

ediately

y Rack

Animal Trader
Flooring Expert

Manor

Joinery

of each

Carpenter
Carpenter

You can move your
You can move your
stalls and feeding
You can keep 1 sheepstalls and feeding
troughs at any time
in each unused farm
troughs at any time.
space that does not
border the forest.

Pig Stall

if you have

Stu

You may keep
2 horses in eac
farm space adja
this building.

have

immediately

Carpenter

Fodder Beet Field

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

per stone on
this building

Once before each
breeding phase:

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Stable

immediately

Steward’s Office

Stall

if you have

if you have

immediately

Dog House

At any time during the

exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

work phase, you can
immediately

Flooring Expert

immediately

if you have

Cow Stall
Feed Storehouse

Carpenter

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Stud

immediately

immediately

Small Extension
Pig Stall

per adjacent
immediately
building

if you have

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Shelter

i mmediately

Feed Storehouse

if you have

immediately

Pig Stall

immediately

if you have

Feed Storehouse
Feed Storehouse

if you have

Carpe

You can mo
stalls and fe
troughs at an

Pig Stall

Breeding Station

immediately

1 Special Building

Half-Ti mb ered House

Shelter

i mmediately

Shelter

Breeding Station

if you have

Log House

Log House

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

12
7
5
0
24
2
1
0
-3
0
8
10
42

if you have

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Animal Trader

Shelter

i mmediately

if you have

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Dog House

Half-Ti mb ered House

Stall

Half-Ti mb ered House

of each

i mmediately

Animal Trader

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

and also

Expand

and also

Expand

Stall

have

of each

immediately

Stud

Stone Carver

and also
any number of times

and also
any number of times

and also
any number of times

1 Special Building

Stall

Stall

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

have

of each

Fodder Beet Field

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

any number of times

once p er action

any number of times

Stall

any number of times

and also
any number of times

immediately

Cow Stall

if you have

per adjacent
building

Small Extension

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

have

per adjacent
building

Stall

Stall

Feed Storehouse
immediately

Shelter

i mmediately

Half-Ti mb ered House
Small Extension
Cotta ge

if you have

must be next to the road

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Stall

Stall

*

Woodshop
Ranch

You can
With eachbuild
immediately
newly new
bred border
horse:
every
you get at
no cost.

Ranch

Stall
Stable

Cottage Extension

Sawmill

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
Buildings
and feeding
adjacent
to one
troughs
eachanother.
cost

* must
be built
in round
1
you
1 less
wood.
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Sawmill

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

With each
newly bred horse:

at any time

Cattle Market

Stall

*

if you have

Breeding Station

Trading Station
Byre Dwelling

Expand

Stall

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Assembly Hall
Stall

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

immediately

any number of times
any number of times

Special Building
Special Building

Stable

Cow Stall

Expand

Reed Hut

immediately

Reed Hut

immediately

at any time

Cattle Market

Stall

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Half-Ti mb ered House

Stable

and also

and also

and also
and also
any number of times
any number of times

Stall

immediately

Stall

Byre Dwelling

Stall

Score bonus points according to the table
shown below. (This table is also shown on
the side of the box bottom.) Total these
values to determine your “bonus point
score”.
Note that you lose 3 points for each
type
1
1
of which you have 3 or fewer animals.
1
1
After the 13th sheep, the 11th pig, the 10th cow, and
the 9th horse, you score 1 extra bonus point for each
additional animal.
once p er action
once p er action

Fodder Beet Field

Expand

Dairy Farm

and also once

Servant’s Hut

immediately

Special Building

and also
and also
any number of times
any number of times

immediately

Cotta ge

Animal Trader

Organic Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Stable

Cow Stall

Cotta ge

Example: The farm shown on the first
page of this rule book would score like
this:

and also

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Woodshop

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

and also once

Servant’s Hut

immediately

Stall

Special Building

any number of times
any number of times

Small Extension

per adjacent
building

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

*

Cottage Extension

*

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Cotta ge

if you have

Conservatory

Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Assembly Hall

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

Woodshop

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

any number of times

Stable

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Trading Station

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Trading Station

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Buildings are worth the points printed on
them. (Buildings are stalls, stables, and
special buildings.) This is your “building score”.
Note: Buildings like the Storage have a variable point
value that is described on the tile.

and also
any number of times

Stall

Stall

Cotta ge

once p er action

Count how many animals of each type
you have. Total these numbers to deter
1
mine your basic “animal score”. Each
animal is worth 1 point, regardless of type.
1

1 Special Building

Organic Farm

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Assembly Hall

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

and also
any number of times

1 Special Building

1 Special Building

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Organic Farm

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

The game ends after the breeding phase of round 8. (You
can tell what round you are in by the number of yellow
borders left in the general supply, as one is added to the
game board every round.) When the game is over, take
the score pad and total your points.
any number of times

Stall

Stable

Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Cotta ge

once p er action

Stall

Conservatory

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Conservatory

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Home Depot

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

It can happen in some games that animals and building
materials become scarce. For this reason, the game
includes substitute markers representing larger
quantities of individual goods. They can, of course, be
exchanged for individual goods again at any time. All
goods are supposed to be in unlimited supply.
It is a different story with feeding troughs (max. 10),
“Stall/Stable” tiles (either 4 or 5), farm expansions
(either 4 or 5), and special buildings available (either
4, 8, or 12). Once these have all been claimed by the
players, no more are available. Note that the Open
Stable upgrades a stall, which will then become
available again.

G A M E E N D A N D S C OR I N G

any number of times

A farm space is used if it has a tile and/or feeding
trough on it or is part of a fully enclosed pasture.
A farm space is unused if it is part of a pasture with
unfinished or no borders.
Farm expansions that have not been fully used are
worth no points.
Scoring farm expansions is independent of whether
your starting farm board was fully used or not.
Fully utilizing your starting farm board is not worth
any points (other than what the features on it are
worth on their own).

I F T H E C OM P O N E N T S RU N O U T

Corner House

*

At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.

Building Firm

Each time you take the
Each time you take
the action, also:
“Stall”
“Stall” action, also:

Workshop
Workshop

Country House
Country House

C R E DI T S

immediately

Servant’s Hut
Servant’s Hut

immediately

immediately

and also once

and also once

immediately

Stone Carver
Stone Carver

Steward’s Office
Steward’s Office

All animals kept in
All animals kept in
this building do not
this building do not
count for scoring.
count for scoring.

You can
You can
immediately build
immediately build
every new border
every new border
you get at
you get at
no cost.
no cost.

Reed Hut
Reed Hut

If you have any damaged
or missing parts, please
contact us at:
parts.asmodeena.com

Before each home
Before eachphase,
home you can use an
phase, you can
use an action space
unoccupied
unoccupied actionwithout
space placing
without placing a worker.
a worker.

Pen

Pen

Hayrick

if you have
5+ special
buildings

if you have
5+ special
buildings

immediately

Estate

immediately

Estate

immediately

Inn

immediately

Inn

immediately

immediately

Materials Outlet
Materials Outlet

* must be built in
* must be built inone of the 4 corners
one of the 4 corners
of your farm
of your farm

You may no longer
You may no longer
expand your farm.
expand your farm.

Corner House
Corner House

8

Office:
Woodshop
Woodshop23
Elsheimer Straße
55270 Schwabenheim
Germany
www.lookout-games.de

Dairy Farm
Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
farm space adjacent to
this building.
this building.

per stone on
per stone on this building
this building

Hayrick

© 2018 Lookout GmbH

* must be built in round 1
with1your 2nd action and
* must be built in round
adjacent
with your 2nd action
and to your cottage
adjacent to your cottage

At the end of each round,
the end of each
youround,
can place 1 stone
you can place 1 from
stone your supply
from your supply
on this building.
on this building.

Stables capable of holding
Stables capable5 of
holding
animals
can alternatively
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
hold 3 animalseach
of of two types.
each of two types.

Assembly Hall
Assembly Hall

At any time, you can
At any time,
youyour
can opponent 1 of
give
give your opponent
1 of borders to
your unused
your unused borders
to 1 border
build
build 1 border at no cost.
at no cost.

*

Cottage Extension
Cottage Extension

You must build all
You must build
all orthogonally
buildings
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.
adjacent to one another.

Timber Shop
Timber Shop

Organic Farm
Organic Farm

For each pasture
For each pasture
containing exactly
containing exactly
1 animal, you
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
immediately
get 1of the same type.
animal
animal of the same type.

*

Each time the top
Each time thefour
top action spaces
four action spaces
are occupied, you
are occupied,
you
immediately
get 3 wood.
immediately get 3 wood.

At any time,
At any time,
you can pay 2 stone to
you can pay replace
2 stone1tofeeding trough
replace 1 feeding
trough
outside
of a building
outside of a building
with 1 regular stall.
with 1 regular stall.

Home Depot
Home Depot

Each time you use the
Each time you “Building
use the
Resources”
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
action space, you
alsocan
take 1 wood from
also take 1 wood
thefrom
“3 wood”
the “3 wood” action space.
action space.

This revised edition is based on the work of Andreas Odendahl,
Gabriele Goldschmidt, Thalke Steinke, and Bernd Lautenschlager who
edited the original rule book, as well as its original English translation
by Patrick Korner. Many thanks to them as well as the over 60 playtesters who have helped with developing the original game!

Once before each breeding
Once before each
breeding
phase,
you can exchange
phase, you can2 exchange
different building
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
resources for 1ofanimal
your choice.
of your choice.

Barn

you must placeadjacent
it
to
adjacent to this one.
this one.

Trading Station
Trading Station

Feeding Station
Feeding Station

Your pastures
Your pastures
without a feeding
without a feeding
trough can each hold
trough can each
hold
1 additional
animal.
1 additional animal.

Barn

Conservatory
Conservatory

You can immediately
You can immediately
build another special
build another building.
special If you do,
building. If you
youdo,
must place it

You can immediately
You can immediately
turn the next stall you
turn the next stall
buildyou
into a stable at
build into a stable atno cost.
no cost.

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Revised Editing: Grzegorz Kobiela
Illustrations and Graphic Design: Klemens Franz | atelier198

Questions, suggestions or
criticism? Contact us at:
buero@lookout-games.de

*

*

Building Firm
Building Firm

Open Stable

Fence Builder
Farm Well

Stora ge

immediately
At the start
any number
of times
of the last 3 rounds:

Once
per before
adjacenteach
breeding
buildingphase:

Joinery
Large Extension

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

must be next to the road

Hay Rack
Farm Shop

Home Workshop
Fertility Center

Before each breeding
Only 1 animal required
phase, you can take
to breed another one
the “Stall” action.
of the same type.

Stall
Cattle Farm

Stora ge

p er
bu ilding
resource

*

* requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

immediately

Open Stable
Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

immediately
immediately

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

Stall
Duck Pond

Once
per before
adjacenteach
breeding
buildingphase:

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Workshop

*

Duck Pond

immediately

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Wild Boar Pen

Cattle Farm

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery

per building
bordering
the forest

Office

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Cattle Farm

Home Workshop

immediately

Country House

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Barn

Duck Pond

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

Fence Builder
Farm Well

Joinery
Large Extension

Rearing Station

per building
bordering
the road

Manor

Wild Boar Pen

per stone on
this building

Before each breeding
phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

Home Workshop

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Once before each
breeding phase:

Joinery

Stone Carver

immediately

immediately

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Steward’s Office

Fence Builder

Hay Rack

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Office

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Cattle Farm

Country House

immediately
any number of times

*

Workshop

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

Duck Pond

immediately

Home Workshop
Fertility Center

Timber Shop

Before each
Each time
topmust
breeding
phase,the
you
four action
spaces
empty
this building.
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Rearing Station

p er
bu ilding
resource

immediately
At the start
any number
of times
of the last 3 rounds:

Inn

immediately

per building
Stables capable
of holding
bordering
5 animals the
can forest
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Office
Hayrick

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

immediately

Stora ge

immediately
immediately

Country House
Pen

Open Stable
Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

i mmediately

Hay Rack
Farm Shop

*

if you have
5+ special
buildings

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Workshop
Estate

immediately

Stall
Duck Pond

Each time you take the
immediately
“Stall” action, also:

Stall
Cattle Farm

Barn

per building
bordering
the road

Manor

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Once
per before
adjacenteach
breeding
buildingphase:

*

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

Steward’s Office

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Joinery
Large Extension

Stone Carver

Home Workshop
Fertility Center

must be next to the road

immediately
immediately

Hay Rack
Farm Shop

per stone on
this building

Fence Builder
Farm Well

immediately
At the start
any number
of times
of the last 3 rounds:

Before each breeding
Only 1 animal required
phase, you can take
to breed another one
the “Stall” action.
of the same type.

Timber Shop

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Inn

immediately

Office
Hayrick

Cattle Farm

immediately

per building
Stables capable
of holding
bordering
5 animals the
can forest
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

*

Country House
Pen

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Barn

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Rearing Station

Before each
Each time
topmust
breeding
phase,the
you
four action
spaces
empty
this building.
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Workshop
Estate

Each time you take the
immediately
“Stall” action, also:

*
immediately

Duck Pond

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Wild Boar Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Stone Carver

per stone on
this building

Manor

per building
bordering
the road

Steward’s Office

Office
Hayrick

p er
bu ilding
resource

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

i mmediately

must be next to the road

immediately

Farm Shop

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Open Stable

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Corner House

*

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

immediately

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Timber Shop

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Pen

i mmediately

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Open Stable

*

Corner House

You may no longer
expand your farm.

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

immediately

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Timber Shop

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Pen

immediately

Inn

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

resource
Breeding Station

Shelter
Fence Builder

Stall

Workshop

Open Stable

immediately
any number of times

immediately
any number of times

i mmediately

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Stall

Stall resource

per
building

Stora ge

Stora ge Stall

i mmediately

Fence Builder

Workshop
Estate

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

*

per building
Stables capable
of holding
bordering
5 animals the
can forest
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Barn

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

per building
bordering
the forest

Hay Rack

Rearing Station

immediately

Fertility Center
for 1 cow.

Half-Ti mbcan
eredexchange
House 1 animal

you add a
farm expansion, you

requires
6 unused farm
spaces
Each
time

*

Duck Pond

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

immediately

Log H

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

n

and also

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

i mmediately

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

immediately

Expand

Steward’s Office

Fence Builder

Stall

*

per building
bordering
the forest

immediately
any number of times

Dog House

and also
umber of times

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Wild Boar Pen

Open Stable

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Fence Builder

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Cattle Farm

of each

p er
building

per stone on
this building

immediately

immediately

Country House

Joinery

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Hay Rack

Cattle Farm

immediately

have

Timber Shop

must be next to the road

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Joinery

Once before each
breeding phase:

per building
bordering
the road

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you

Dog House

Fodder Beet Field

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Each time you take the
immediately
“Stall” action, also:

i mmediately

Stall

of each
Once
before eachi mmediately
breeding phase:

immediately
any number of times

Hay Rack

Stall

Animal Trader

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Before each
Each time
topmust
breeding
phase,the
you
four action
spaces
empty
this building.
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Before each breeding
Only 1 animal required
phase, you can take
to breed another one
the “Stall” action.
of the same type.

can exchange 1 animal
and also
umber of timesfor 1 cow.

have

Stora ge

Manor

per building
bordering
the forest

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stone Carver

Workshop

Office
immediately

Rearing Station

Cow Stall

Cotta ge

Hay Rack

immediately

Stora ge

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Before each breeding
phase, you can take

Home Workshop
Fence Builder

Animal Trader

Office

Joinery
the “Stall” action.

immediately
Before each breeding
phase, youany
cannumber
take of times Home

if you have

Rearing Station

immediately

Small Extension

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Workshop

Once before each
breeding phase:

Cow Stall
the “Stall” action.

Before each
eeding phase, you must
empty this building.

per
bu ilding
resource

per adjacent
building

must be next to the road

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

if you have

*

immediately

Farm Shop

immediately

Joinery

immediately

Duck Pond

Country House

ecial Building

immediately

Barn

Small Extension

*

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

per adjacent
building

requires
6 unused farm spaces

i mmediately

Shelter

if you have

i mmediately

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
canFertility
exchange 1Center
animal
for 1 cow.
Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Cattle Farm

immediately

Cattle Farm

Open
immediately

Pig Stall

per adjacent
building

per adjacent
building

if you have

Farm Shop

Yo
st
tro

of the same type.
Large Extension

of the same type.
Feed Storehouse

You
2 ho
farm
this

Stable

Large ExtensionHalf-Ti mb ered House
immediately

Corner House

You may no longer
expand your farm.

Large Extension
Rearing Station

Wild Boar Pen
farm space adjacent to

this building.
Note: Even though it acts as a stable, you cannot build
the Open Stable on the
Building” action spaces.

You
may keep up
to
“Stables”
action
space, but only on the “Special
Trader
2 horsesAnimal
in each unused
Stud
farm space adjacent to
At any time during the
this building.
You may keep up to
work phase, you can
2 horses in each unused
exchange 2 different
farm space adjacent to
Dog House
animals for 1 other
this building.
Interactions with other
special buildings:
animal.

e

Fertility Center

per adjacent
building

immediately

Cattle Farm

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Country House
Pen

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Once before each
breeding phase:

ecial Building

Stud

per building
bordering
the road

Workshop
You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Manor

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

if you have

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.
Stud

immediately

Log House

Flooring Expert

i mmediately

Dog House

Carpenter

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

immediately

Ranch

With each
newly bred horse:

if you have

immediately

if you have

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

immediately

Sawmill

if you have

Sawmill
Open Stable
(Cost: your choice of 3Flooring
wood
orExpert
3 stone;
Points: 2)
Buildings
and feeding
eachon
costyour farm (including
The Open Stable upgradestroughs
a stall
Stall
immediately you 1 less wood.
the Cow Stall or Pig Stall) and must be placed on the same
farm space as the replaced stall. You may not build the Open
Breeding farm
Station
Stable on a different
space. Return the stall it replaces
to the general
(That tile is again available to either Y
Aftersupply.
the last round,
get an additional
player.) Thenyouimmediately
(and only once) take either 1 cow 2
fa
breeding phase.
Ranch
Stud
or 1Stall
horse from
the general supply and
accommodate
it on th
your farm (or let it run away). You
can
upto to 5 animals
of
With each
You
maykeep
keep up
2 horses in each unused newly bred horse:
the same typeStall
in the Open Stable.
Log House

at any time

Cattle Market

Flooring Expert

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Reed Hut

Carpenter

immediately

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

per stone on
this building

Y
h breeding
u can take
l” action.

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

immediately

Carpenter

Fodder Beet Field

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Animal Trader
Flooring Expert

At any time during the

exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

work phase, you can
immediately

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

per adjacent
immediately
building

if you have

Small Extension
Pig Stall

Feed Storehouse

immediately

Pig Stall

if you have

Stall

Dog House

and also once

Servant’s Hut

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

immediately

if you have

if you have

Cow Stall
Feed Storehouse

immediately

if you have

t

You can move your
stalls and feeding

if you have

Large Extension

Stud

Half-Ti mb ered House

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Carpenter

Shelter

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

if you have

Log House
Shelter

i mmediately

if you have
Byre Dwelling

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Steward’s Office

and also

i mmediately

Expand

Stall

Dog House
Stall

of each

Feed Storehouse
road

Log House

troughs at any time.
Shelter per adjacent
(Cost: 2 wood,
1 stone, Points: 0)
building
When
you build the Shelter, immediately
Carpenter
Pig Stall (and only
once) take 1 animal of your choice (sheep,
pig, cow, or
immediately
You can move your
horse)
from the general supply and accommodate it on
stalls
and feeding
troughs
time.(e.g., in the Shelter). You can keep at most
yourat any
farm
Floorin
Pig Stall
if you have
1 animal inimmediately
the Shelter.
You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

immediately

Flooring Expert

immediately

Pig Stall
O pen Stable
immediately

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

have

immediately

Carpenter

Animal Trader
Flooring Expert

At any time during the

exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

work phase, you can
immediately

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Feed Storehouse

if you have

immediately

immediately

Ranch

With each
newly bred horse:

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one

Only 1 animal required
At the start
to breed another
of theone
last 3 rounds:

building

Fertility Center

Fertility Center
Farm Well

Small Extension

Fodder Beet Field

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

*

Woodshop
Ranch

Carpenter

SP ECI A L BU I LDI NGS

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding
phase.
Animal
Trader

immediately

if you have

if you have

Sawmill

Stud

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
Buildings
and feeding
adjacent
to one
troughs
eachanother.
cost

Half-Ti mb ered House

* must
be built
in round
1
you
1 less
wood.
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

immediately

i mmediately

Sawmill

Stud

Breeding

p er
bu ilding
resource
Station

Cow Stall
Feed Storehouse

Small Extension
Pig Stall

per adjacent
immediately
building

if you have

Assembly Hall
Stall

Feed Storehouse

Pig Stall

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

if you have

Log House

Breeding Station

After the last round,
Small
Extension
you get
an additional
breeding phase.
per adjacent

Farm Well

Cotta ge

immediately

if you have
You can move your
stalls and Shelter
feeding
troughs at any time.

if you have

Stall

Reed Hut

at any time

Cattle Market

if you have

immediately

Trading Station
Byre Dwelling

Stall

You can
With eachbuild
immediately
newly new
bred border
horse:
every
you get at
no cost.

if you have

Byre Dwelling

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

if you have

Animal Trader

Shelter

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

immediately

Log House
Shelter

i mmediately

at any time

Cattle Market

Fertility Center

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

immediately

Sawmill

Fodder Beet Field
immediately

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

of each

Reed Hut

immediately

Carpenter

immediately

have

Fodder Beet Field

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Animal Trader
Flooring Expert

At any time during the

exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

work phase, you can
immediately

Dairy Farm

and also once

Servant’s Hut

immediately

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Ranch

Shelter
Fence Builder

i mmediately

of each
Once
before each
breeding phase:

have

must be next to the road

Farm Shop

Cotta ge

O pen
Stable
Note:
There
are a total of three Cottage upgrades: Byre Stall
i mmediately
Dwelling,
i mmediately Half-Timbered House, and Log House. Each of
these can only upgrade the Cottage butPig
notStall
one another.
Byre Dwelling
immediately
An overbuilt Cottage does not count for any
effect.

With each
newly bred horse:

at any time

Cattle Market

Stall

Dog House
Stall

and also once

Servant’s Hut

4 corners

forest
forest

Dog House

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

BA SIC SP ECI A L BU I LDI NGS

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Byre Dwelling

Stall

Reed Hut

immediately

Shelter

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

immediately

per adjacent
immediately
building

*

Woodshop
Ranch

per adjacent
building

Organic Farm

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Cow Stall
Feed Storehouse

immediately

if you have

if you have

immediately

Small Extension
Pig Stall

Sawmill

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
Buildings
and feeding
adjacent
to one
troughs
eachanother.
cost

* must
be built
in round
1
you
1 less
wood.
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

You can
With eachbuild
immediately
newly new
bred border
horse:
every
you get at
no cost.

if you have

Log House

at any time

Cattle Market

*

Animal Trader

Woodshop

Shelter

if you have

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Large ExtensionHalf-Ti mb ered House

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Half-Ti mb ered House

Cattle Farm

Trading Station
Byre Dwelling

bottom row

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

*

Stud

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Reed Hut

Cotta ge
Duck
Pond

Animal Trader

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

Assembly Hall
Stall

middle row

immediately

Breeding Station

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

Dog House

immediately

Organic Farm

Animal Trader

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Farm Shop

immediately

*

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Stone Carver

of each

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

and also

i mmediately

Expand

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Cotta ge

Half-Ti mb ered House

have

Stud

immediately

Cotta ge

Fodder Beet Field

Half-Ti mb ered House

of each

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

you get an additional
breeding phase.

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

have

immediately

Cotta ge

*

i mmediately

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

top row

Half-Timbered
House
Feed
Storehouse
1 animal required
Each time you add a
(Cost: 3 wood, 2 stone, 1 reed; Points: 5) Only
to breed another one
farm expansion, you
immediately
The Half-Timbered House
and
must
of the
same
type.
Stallupgrades the
Half-Ti mbcan
eredexchange
House 1 animal
FeedCottage
Storehouse
for 1 cow.
be built over it.if You
may not build the Half-Timbered
you have
immediately
House on a different farm space. You can keep up to
2 animals of the same type in the Half-Timbered
Stall
Shelter House.

ediately

d

Breeding Station

APPEN
X
AfterDI
the last
round,

Storage
immediately
(Cost: 2 wood,
1 reed;
Points: ½ per buildinghave
resource) of each
any number
of times
During
half a point
forBeet
each
Cow
Stall scoring, the Storage is worthStall
Fodder
Field
Stora ge
building resource left in your personal supply.
(Only
immediately
immediately
per
have
each
building
building resources
in yourof personal
supplies count. Stone
resource
on the StoneFodder
Carver,
forField
instance, does not count for
Beet
if you have
the Storage.) Doimmediately
not round up or down; half points are
Stora ge
Joinery possible. You cannot keep any animals in the Storage.

ve

Fodder Beet Field

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

of each

Cotta ge

Half-Ti mb ered House

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Fodder Beet Field

have

immediately

*

Dairy Farm

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

and also once

Servant’s Hut

immediately

Sawmill

and also once

Servant’s Hut

immediately

ck

immediately
Cotta ge

must be next to the road

Stall

Fertility Center

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

i mmediately

h

Cottage Extension

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
Buildings
and feeding
adjacent
to one
troughs
eachanother.
cost

* must
be built
in round
1
you
1 less
wood.
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Woodshop
Ranch

You can
With eachbuild
immediately
newly new
bred border
horse:
every
you get at
no cost.

e

Cottage Extension

per adjacent
building

Woodshop

Trading Station
Byre Dwelling

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Assembly Hall
Stall

ll

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

Small Extension

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

g in
space
est.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Feeding Station

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Cotta ge

of each

Fodder Beet Field

On the following four pages, we will explain the special buildings in detail. Occasionally, special buildings
will refer to certain positions on your farm; these are explained in the following illustration.

Organic Farm

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

r Pen

have

Animal Trader
if you
At any time during the
keep 1 sheep
• Home Workshop: YouYou
cancanbuild
another Stall before the second breeding
(Cost: 2 wood, 2 reed; Points: 3) work phase, you can
in each unused farm
2 during
different the work
phase. (You may notLog
instead
build
At any time and any
times
* number of exchange
space
that
does two
not stalls before the first breeding phase.)
House
Animal Trader
Dog
House
animals for 1 other
border the forest.
• Joinery:
another
feeding troughReed
before
phase, Cottage
you can
exchange 2 animals
of different types for
Extension
n
Hutthe second breeding
Dairy
Farm You can build
animal.
if you have
At any time during the
You can keep 1 sheep
phase.
(You may not instead build twoLog
feeding
1 animal
of
another
type.
(You
may
not do this during the Dog
work phase, you can
Housetroughs before the first
Animal
Trader
House
in each unused farm
You must
build all
You may
keep up to
exchange 2 different
breeding
phase
to make room for newborns.)
buildings
orthogonally
space that doesYou
not can keep 2 cows in breeding
each unused phase.)
if you have
animals for 1 other
At any adjacent
during
theanother.
to one
keep
sheep
the forest.Trader. You can
farm
space
adjacent to
• 1 Ranch:
You can place another border if your horses breed again. (You may not
up
to time
2 animals
of the same type onborder
the Animal
animal.
work phase,
you can
* must be built in round 1
in each
unused
farm
this
building.
your 2nd action and
exchangewith
2 different
instead
place
two
borders
during
the
first
breeding
space
that
does
not
immediatelyphase.)
adjacent to your cottage
animals for 1 other
border the•forest.
Rearing Station: You must empty the Rearing Station again before the second
animal.
breeding phase.
Assembly Hall
• Trading Station: You can acquire another animal for 2 different building re
(Cost: 3 wood, 1 reed; Points: 2)
sources (which mayServant’s
be the same
phase.
At any time and any number Woodshop
of times during the game
Hut as before) before the second breeding
Assembly Hall
Cattle
Marke
(even outside the work phase), you
Carpenter
Feed
Storehouse
at any time
Youcan
can give your opponent
At
any time,
you can
Building Firm
immediately
give your opponent 1 of
immediately
build
anSteward’s
unusedOffice
border from your
personal
supply (not from
Pen
*move
(Cost: 2 wood, 1 stone;Estate
Points: 2)
You
can
your
your unused borders to
immediately
every
new
border
and also once
stalls
and
feeding
your
farm board), which
they
must
place
in their personal
immediately
build 1 border
you
get
at
At any time and any number
of times during the game
Corner
House
Before each home
Building Firm
All animals kept in
ate
troughs
at
any
time.
at no cost.
no cost.
phase, youIfcan
use an
this building do not
supply.
you
do, you can immediately
build another one
(even outside the work phase), you can pay 2 stone to
if you have
mmediately
At any time,
unoccupied action space
count
for
scoring.
You may
longer
of your
borders
atnono
cost. You cannot keep any
if you have
you can pay 2 stone to
replace a feeding trough
on your farm that is not inside a
withoutunused
placing
expand your farm.
5+ special
replace 1 feeding trough
a worker.
animals
in the Assembly
Hall.
buildings
building with a regular
stall (not the Cow Stall or Pig Stall).
ave
* must be built in
outside of a building
al
one of the 4 corners
with 1 regular stall.
The stall must be placed on the same farm space as the
of your farm
s
Barn
replaced feeding trough. (You are allowed to replace a
(Cost:Pig
3 wood;
Flooring Expert
Stall Points: 0)
feeding trough in a pasture.) You cannot use the Building
After you
build the Barn, you can immediately
Timber Shop(and only
Hayrick
Barn
immediately
Firm effect if there are no stalls left in the general supply. In
immediately
once) upgrade the next stall you build (including
the Cow
You can immediately
Youofcannot
Stables capable
holding keep any animals in the Building Firm.
Inn
Each time the topMaterials Outlet
immediatel
turn the next stall you
5 animals can alternativelyByre Dwelling
Stall or Pig Stall) into a stable at nofour
additional
action spaces cost. (This
if you have
hold 3 Byre
animals Dwelling
of
build into a stable at
immediately
are
occupied,
you
immediately
also applies if the next stable you
build is obtained from
each of two types.
B
no cost.
immediately get 3 wood.
(Cost: 3 wood, 3 stone, 1 reed; Points: 3)
the effect of a special building, e.g., Building Firm.) If you
The
Byre
Dwelling
upgrades
the
Cottage
and
must
be
Byre
Dwelling
Sawmill
decline the free upgrade, you may not use it on a later stall.
built over it. You may not build the Byre Dwelling on a
You can keep at most 1 animal in the Barn.
Buildings and feeding
different farm space. You cantroughs
keepeach
upcost
to 4 animals of
Note: Even though the Barn has a wood roof like a stable, it is not considered a stable.
you 1 less wood.
the same type in the Byre Dwelling.
Byre Dwelling
Sawmill
Breeding Station
Buildings and feeding
Stall
Sawmill
troughs each cost
(Cost: 2 wood, 3 stone; Points: 0) Byre Dwelling
you 1 less wood.
Breeding Station
After the breeding phase of round
Stud 8, only you get
Note: • There are
a total
of three Cottage upgrades: Byre Dwelling, HalfBuildings
and feeding
an additional
(In other words, your
eachand
cost Log House. Each of these can only upgrade the
Timberedtroughs
House,
Workshop breeding phase.
You may keep up to
After the last round,
you 1 less wood.Stall
animals
breed twice in the final
Special building
Cottage but
not one another. An overbuilt Cottage does not count Ra
2 horsesround.
in each unused
you get an additional
Each time you take the
farm
space
adjacent
to
breeding phase.
effects
that also:
trigger on the breeding phase trigger twice;
“Stall” action,
for any effect.
With
this building.
see below.) You can keep up to 2 animals of the same
• Even though the Byre Dwelling has a reed roof like a stall, it is newly
not bred
Stall
Ranch
type in the Breeding Station.
considered a stall.
9
With each
per building
bordering
the road

*

Wild Boar Pen

immediately

Farm Shop

requires
are
occupied, you
6 immediately
unused farm spaces
get 3 wood.

You can keep*1 pig in
each unused farm space

*

Duck Pond

Duck Pond
Timber Shop

immediately

Wild Boar Pen

per building
bordering
the forest

Cotta ge

You can immediatelyCottage Extension
build another special
building. If you do,You must build all
you must place it
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to
adjacent to one another.
this one.

Trading Station

Office

Home Depot

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

per building
bordering
the forest

*

Conservatory

empty this building.
Office

g Station

Before each
breeding phase, you must

BeforeEach
each time you take the
breeding phase,“Stall”
you must
action, also:
empty this building.

Rearing Station
Workshop

se

per building
bordering
the forest

Rearing Station

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

immediately

Office

Workshop

Country House

newly bred horse:

e each
se, you must
s building.

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”

Assembly Hall

immediately

Pen
animal
of the
same type.
Once
before
each
For each pasture
containing exactly
Joinery
1 animal, you
immediately get 1

Woodshop

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
Hay Rack
1 additional animal.
immediately

Feeding Station

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Dairy Farm

per building
bordering
the forest

Office

and also once

immediately

Servant’s Hut

Organic Farm

Cotta ge

nic Farm

Steward’s

breeding
All animals
kept in phase:
this building do not
count for scoring.

action
space, you can
Home
Workshop
You
can
also take 1 wood from
immediately build
Office the “3 wood”
Before each breeding
every
new border
action space.
you get at
no cost.

immediately of your ch
any number of times

resources f

Fence Builder2 different
Once befo
phase, you

Trad

Cotta ge

Stone Carver

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

must be next to the road

phase, you can take
Before each home
phase, you can usethe
an “Stall” action.
unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Stall

h pasture
ing exactly
al, you
ately get 1
the same type.

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Fa

Farm Shop
Hayrick
immediately

*

*

per stone on
this building

At
of the l

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

must be next to the road

immediately

Each time the top
four action spaces

Wild Boar Pen

Barn
You can keep
1 pig in

*
immediately
6 unused farm spaces
requires

bordering
Duck
Pondthe forest.

each
farm space
Youunused
can immediately
bordering
the stall
forest.
turn the next
you
build into a stable at
no cost.

Manor

must be next to the road

per adjacent
building

Ranch

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Cattle Farm

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Stall

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

this building.

With e

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

immediately

newly bred
The Cow Stall is considered a stall and can be upgraded to a stable. If you upgrade
Carpenter
Country
House
Workshop
the
Cow
Stall
to
a
stable
on
the
“Stables”
action
space,
replace
the
Cow
Stall
with
(Cost:
1
wood,
1
stone;
Points:
1)
With each
to the road
* any immediately
a stable
from
thethegeneral supply. You cannot upgrade the Cow Stall if there are no
At any time and
number of times during the game must be next
Carpenter
newly
bred horse:
Each time
you take
“Stall”
action,
also: left. Alternatively, you canLog
Expert
Pig
Stall
all
House
Animal
Trader
Shelter
Dog
House
“Stall/Stable”
tiles
upgrade
the Cow Stall
to the Open
(even
outside
the
work
phase),
you
can
relocate
the
feeding
Farm
WellFlooring
Duck
Pond
Farm
Shop
You can move your
Stable
on
the
“Special
Building” action space,ififyouthe
troughs
and
stalls
on
your
farm
(including
the
Cow
Stall
and
immediately
haveOpen Stable is still available.
stalls and feeding
At
any
time
during
the
immediately
You can
keep 1 sheep
immediately
At the startimmediately
i
mmediately
troughs at any time.
workStall,
phase, you
In any
supply.
You do not get any points
Pig
butcannot stables). Your animals do not run away inineach unused
farm case, return the Cow Stall to the general
of the last
3 rounds:
exchange 2 different
space that does
notthe Cow Stall if you upgrade it (unless you build it again later).
from
the
process,
animals
for 1 other unless you end up with less room for them
if you have
border
the
forest.
animal. * requires
afterward.
You cannot keep any animals on the Carpenter.
6 unused farm spaces
Steward’s Office
Estate
Pen
Carver
Dairy Farm
immediately
each round,
(Cost: 3 wood, 1 reed; Points: 3)
Before each home *
All animals kept in
Rearing
Station
Office
Cattle
Farm
e 1 stone
phase, you can use an
this building do not
The Dairy Farm allows you toReed
keepHut
2 cows in each
Cottage
Extension
Station
Dairy
Farm
supply
(Cost:
2 wood,
2 stone;
Points:
unoccupied
action
space 1)
Flooring
Expert
Before
each
count
for
scoring.
per building
ilding.
you have adjacent to the
unused
farm space that is orthoif5+
gonally
without a
placing
breeding
phase, time
you must
bordering
h breeding
Each
you
farm
to
your
board
(via
Youadd
must build
all expansion
You may keep up to
Large
Extension
special
Fertility
Center
Cattle
Farm
e on
a worker.
empty this building.
xchange
the forest
Dairy Farm. (See “Game End andbuildings
Scoring” on page 8 for
buildings orthogonally
ding
immediately
2 cows in each unused
the “Expand”
action space or theOnly
Country
House), you can
ding
per adjacent
adjacent to one another.
1 animal required
farm space adjacent to
animal Each time you add a
details on when a farm space is considered unused.) You
building
exchange either
1 sheep,
1 pig, or to1 breed
horse
from
* must be built
in round 1
another
oneyour farm
farm expansion, you
this
building.
have
of each
with your 2nd action and
can keep up to 2 cows (but no
other animal) in the Dairy
immediately
of thedsame
can exchange 1 animal
adjacent to your
cottage must accommo
for 1 cow, which
you
ate type.
on your farm
for 1 cow.
Farm itself. Stud
Station
Fodder Beet
Field
immediately.
You can keep up to 3 cows (butBreeding
no other
Timber Shop
Hayrick
Barn
immediately
animal) in the Cattle Farm.
Note: • There are four special
buildings
You may
keep up to that allow you to keep animals in
After the last round,
You can immediately
Stables
capable
of unused
holding
Each
time
the top
2 Dairy
horses
inFarm,
each
unused
farm
spaces:
Dog House, Stud, and Wild Boar Pen.
you
get
an
additional
turn the next stall you
5 animals can alternatively
four action spaces
farm
space
adjacent to
breeding phase.
Servant’s
Assembly
Hall
Woodshop
Cattle
hold 3Hut
animals of
build into
a stable
at Market
Cattle
Their effects stack.
are occupied, you
thiseach
building.
of
two
types.
no cost.
immediately get 3 wood.
• A farm space with
Dairy Farm cows is still considered unused. * at any t
You can
At any time, you can (Cost: 4 wood, 1 stone; Points: 2)
immediately
give your opponent 1 ofAt any time and any number of times
immediately
build the game
during
Corner House
s Office Cattle
Estate
Pen
yourMarket
unused borders to
every new border
Dogand
House
also once
(even outside the work
phase), you can
exchange
1 reed
build 1 border
immediately
you get
at
at any time
h home
All animals kept in
You may no longer
(Cost: 1 wood; Points: 0)
no cost.
from your personalthissupply
1 animal
of your choice,
an use an
buildingfor
do not
Studat no cost.
expand your farm.
ction
space
The Dog House allows you to Log
keep
1 sheep in each
count
for scoring.
xtension
House
Animal
Trader
House
which
you
must
accommodate
on your farm immediately. O pen Stable Dog
Stall
if you have
* must be built in
Fence
Builder
lacing You may keep up to
unused farm space in the middle
and
bottom
5+ special
one of the
4 corners row of
You
can
keep
up
to
2
animals
of
the
same
type
on
the
Cattle
acent
if
you
have
ker.
2 horses in each unused
of
your farm
buildings
You can
keep 1 sheep
immediatelyAt any time during the
i mmediately
ng
your farm. (These two rows do not border the forest.
farm space adjacent to
work phase, you can
Market.
in each unused farm
any number of times
this building.
exchange 2 different
See “Game End and Scoring” on page 8 for details on
space that does not
animals for 1 other
border the forest.
when a farm space is considered unused.) You cannot
animal.
Conservatory
y House
Workshop
keep any animals inInn
the Dog House itself.
(Cost: 1Shop
stone; Points: 1)
*
Timber
Hayrick
ately
Each time
take the
After you build
theyouConservatory,
can Stables
immediately
Note: • There areTrading
four special
that allow you to keep Cottage
animalsExtensio
in
Stationbuildings
Feedingyou
Station
Conservatory
capable of holding
“Stall” action, also:
Each time the top
immediately
Byre Dwelling
Sawmill
5 animals
can alternatively
(and
only
once) build another Your
special
by paying
unusedOnce
farm
spaces:
Dairy Farm, Dog House, Stud, and WildYou
Boar
four
action
spaces
pasturesbuilding
before
each breeding
Log
House
You can immediately
mustPen.
build all
3 animals of
areits
occupied,
you
without
a feeding
phase, you can exchange
build another special
cost.
If you do, you musttrough
place
that
specialholdbuilding
buildings orthogonally
Their effects
stack.
Joinery
Stall
and feeding
you
have
can eachStora
hold ge each of two types.
2Buildings
different building
immediatelyifget
3 wood.
building.
If you do,
adjacent to one another
additional animal.
troughs
each
cost House sheep is still considered unused.
resources
for
1 animal
orthogonally adjacent to the1Conservatory.
You
can
keep
you must place it
•
A
farm
space
with
Dog
p er
* must be built in round 1
of your
adjacent
Once to
before each
youchoice.
1 less wood.
with your 2nd action and
at most 1 sheep (but no other animal) inbuthe
Conservatory.
ilding
thisbreeding
one.
adjacent to your cottage
phase:
Duck Pond
resource
Note: You are allowed to build the Cottage Extension with
must be next to the road
*
(Cost: —; Points: 1)
this. (See the Cottage Extension entry for details.)
Office
The Duck Pond requires you have 6 (or
more)
Wild Boar Pen
Duck Pond
Farm
Shopunused
farm spaces. (SeeAssembly
“Game End
and Scoring”
on page 8
per building
immediately
Corner
HomeHouse
Depot You can keep 1 pig in
Organic Farm immediately
Hall
bordering
for details on when a Ranch
farm space is considered unused.)
Stall
each unused farm space
* the forest
(Cost:
2 you
stone,
Each time
use the 1 reed; Points: 4)
For each pasture
At any time, you can
bordering
the
forest.
You may not build
the
Duck
Pond if you have 5 or fewer
“Building
Resources”
containing exactly
The
Corner
House must be built
in oneFirm
of the four corners
give your
opponent
Corner House
Building
With
each 1 of
action space, you can
1 animal, you
unused farm spaces.
(The
spaces
are counted before
* requires
your
unused
borders
to
newly
bred
horse:
6 unused farm spaces
ofalsoyour
farm.
on a get 1
take 1 wood
from You may not build the Corner House
immediately
kshop
At any time,
build
1
border
the “3 wood”
animal of the same type.
you place the Duck Pond.)
Building the Duck Pond does
You may no longer
can pay
2 stone
to no longer add
different
farm space. Once you
built,
you
may
at no cost.
action space.
u take the expand your farm.
replace 1 feeding trough
not cost any building resources. When you build the
farm expansions to your board.
(When you use the “Expand”
on, also: * must be built in
outside of a building
Duck Pond, immediately (and only once) take 1 reed from the general supply and
one of the 4 corners
1 regular stall.
action space, you only get thewith
borders.
When you build the
of your farm
place it in your personal supply. You cannot
keep
any animals in the Duck Pond
Fertility
Center
Cattle Farm
Country House, you only get the cow.) As compensation,
the
(except for ducks, which are not included
in this game. ).
Corner House is worth 4 points. You can keep up
to time
3 animals
Only 1 animal required J
Each
you add a

Ranch

Workshop

6 unused farm spaces

immediately get 3 wood.
Each time the top
four action spaces

Byre Dwelling

a worker.
buildings
orthogonally
Each
time
you add a
adjacent
to one another.
farm expansion,
you
have
*can
must exchange
be built in round
1
1 animal
with your 2nd action and
for
1 cow.
adjacent
to your cottage
Fodder

For each pasture
containing exactly
1 animal, you
Stone Carver
immediately get 1
At the end of each round,animal of the same type.
you can place 1 stone
Trading
from your Station
supply
on this building.
Once before each breeding
per stone on
phase, you
can exchange
this building
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Before each home *
phase, you can use an
Cottage Extension
unoccupied action space
Cattle Farm
without placing
You must build all

Beet Field

immediately

Trading Station

Hayrick
Stall

immediately

Materials Outlet

immediately

expand your farm.

Breeding Station

You can immediately
Assembly Hall
per building
You
can
turn the next stall you
bordering
immediately build
build into a stable
at time, you can
At any
the every
forest new
border
no cost.
give your opponent 1 of
you get at
your unused borders to
no cost.
build 1 border
at no cost.

Da

Wild Boar Pen

if you have

action space.

the “3 wood”
Byre Dwelling

Log House

Each time you use the
“Building Resources”
action space, you can
also take 1 wood from

*
Workshop
Corner House

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

You may
2 cows in
farm spa
this buil
you 1

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

Each time you take the

Country House
Estate

immediately

Pig Stall

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Feed Storehouse

“Stall” action, also:
Dog House
You may no longer

immediately
immediately

Stall

if you have
immediately

*

per
bui
bui

if you have

must be next to the road

Cottage Extension

Inn

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

to breed another one

Estate
of the same type.
*
(Cost: 2 stone, 1 reed; Points: 0 or 3)
When you build the Estate, immediately
(andHouse
only once)
Corner
Estate
take
1 horse
from the general supply and accommodate
immediately
Estate
Pen
Sawmill
Reed
Hut
You may no longer
it on your farm (e.g., in the Estate).
During scoring,
immediatel
expand your farm.
All animals kept in
Buildings
and
feeding
the
Estate
is
worth
3
points
if
you
then
have
at
least
if you have
this building do not
* must be built in
troughs each cost
5+ special
one of the 4 corners
count
for
scoring.
5
special
buildings
(including
the
Estate
and
the
of your farm
buildings
you 1 less wood.
if you have
5+ special
preprinted Cottage; stalls and stables do not count).
The
buildings
immediately
Estate scores no points if you have 4 or fewer special
buildings. You can keep up to 2 horses (but no other animal) inOthe
penEstate.
Stable
Fodder Beet Field

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

per building
bordering
immediately
the forest

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Animal Trader

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

Farm Shop

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

immediate

R
Larg
if

immediately

Shelter

Half-Ti mb ered House

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

per building

Manor

Woodshop

*

Office

Rearing Station

Hay Rack

5+

i mmediately

Duck Pond

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Before each
breeding
phase,of
you
must
Stables capable
holding
empty this
5 animals
can building.
alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

Pen

Pen

requires

Wild Boar Pen Stall

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

All animals kept in
this building do not
Dairy
Farm
count
for scoring.
Fertility
Center
You may keep up to
Only
animal
2 cows1 in
each required
unused
to breed
one
farm
spaceanother
adjacent
to
the same type.
thisofbuilding.

Assembly Hall

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space

each of two types.

Servant’s
hold 3Hut
animals of

Hayrickbordering
After the last round,
the road
you get an additional
immediately
Stables capable of holding
breeding phase.
5 animals can alternatively

Sawmill

of each

bordering
the forest.
Organic
Farm

Feeding Station

immediately

Breeding Station

farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

* farmcan
At any6time,
unusedyou
spaces
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border
at no cost.

Steward’s Office

must be next to the road

and also once

Timber Shop

immediately

Cow Stall

O pen Stable Dog
FarmHouse
Shop

*

Woodshopare occupied, you

Barn

immediately

i mmediately

Cotta ge

anor

Cotta ge

You can
immediately build
every new border
you get at

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
if you have
Assembly
Hall
build into
a stable at
no cost.
At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
build 1 border

immediately
You can
keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Home Workshop

no cost.
Animal
Trader
Duck Pond
Fence Builder

at no cost.
Wild Extension
Boar Pen
Hay RackSmall

r building
rdering
e road

Ranch
Before each breeding
phase, you can take
With each
the “Stall”
newlyaction.
bred horse:

At any time during the
immediatelyimmediately
work phase, you can
any number
of times
Stall
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal. * requires

per adjacent
immediately You can keep 1 pig in
building
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

At any time,
S
you can pay 2 stone to
replace 1 feeding trough
outside of a building Buildin
troug
with 1 regular stall.

Building Firm

Home Depot

You may keep up to
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Cotta ge

Country House
Cotta ge

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
you must place it
adjacent to
this one.

Stud

Materials Outlet

Cotta ge

of the same type in the Corner House.

Youyou
can
are occupied,
andimmediately
also once
get 3 wood.
immediately
build
every new border
you get at
no cost.

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Cottage Extension
(Cost: immediately
1 wood; Points: 4) Pen
Steward’s
Office
Stone Extension
Carver
h home
The Cottage Extension
mustkept
beinbuiltDairy
on the
second
turn
All animals
Byre Dwelling
Cottage
Farm
an use an
building
not Cottage Extension later.
in round 1. You maythis
not
builddo
the
the end
of build
each round,
Before
each home
must
all
ction spaceAtYou
count for scoring. You may keep up to
you can place 1 stone
phase,
you
can
use
an
(You should collect wood on your
first
turnunused
if you want
orthogonally
lacing buildings
2 cows
in each
from your supply
unoccupied action space
adjacent
to one
another.
ker.
farm
space adjacent to
on this
building.
to build it.) When you build the
Cottage
without
placing Extension, you
* must be built in round 1
this building.
per stone on
a
worker.
with your 2nd action and
must place it orthogonally adjacent to your Cottage. You
building
adjacent this
to your
cottage
may not build the Cottage Extension on a different farm
space. Once built, for the
of the game, you must
Hayremainder
Rack
Fence Builder
Timber
Shop any new stall or special building orthogonally
Hayrick
Inn
build all Sawmill
buildings in a cluster, placing
Note: •immediately
If you build the Byre Dwelling, Half-Timbered
House, or Log House over the
immediately
i mmediately
Timber
Shop
Hayrick
Barnstable, or special building, including
adjacent to an existingEachbuilding
the
Cottage,
the Cottage does not count
for theMarket
Estate
but
the upgrade does.
Stables capable of
holding
any number
of times
Stall
Ranch
time
the top(stall,
immediately
Servant’s
Hut
Woodshop
Cattle
5 animals can alternatively
four
action
spaces
Buildings
and
feeding
preprinted Cottage). As are
compensation,
the
Cottage
Extension
is
worth
4
points.
You
•
Even
though
the
Estate
has
a
reed
roof
like
a
stall,
it
is
not considered a stall.
You can immediately
Stables
capable
of
holding
hold
3
animals
of
Each
time
the
top
at
any
time
With each
Youyou
can
occupied,
troughs each cost
immediately
turn
the
next
stall
you
5
animals
can
alternatively
each
of
two
types.
four action spaces
can keep
3 animals
of
the
type in the Cottage Extension.
newly bred horse:
immediately
get same
3 wood.
immediately
build
you 1 up
less to
wood.
hold 3 animals of
build into a stable at
are occupied, you
Farm Shop
every new border
each of two types.
no cost.
andimmediately
also once get 3must
wood.
be next to the road
Interactions with other special
*
you buildings:
get at
(Cost: 1 wood; Points: 0)
no cost.
Carpenter: You may not relocate
a stall
this would
result in one or more
The Farm Shop must be built Farm
in the
bottom Carpenter
row of
Half-Ti mb ered House
Boar•Pen
Well
DuckifPond
Farm Shop Feed Storehouse
Stall
buildings being separated from the cluster.
your farm. (This row borders the road.) You
may not
immediately
immediately
You can move your
At
the
start
Stora
ge
Home
Workshop
1 pig
in
Joinery
immediately
• Cottage Extension: You are allowed to build the Cottage Extension with the
build the Farm Shop on a different
When
stalls and
feeding
rounds:space.
of the last 3farm
farm space
per
happens
on your second turn in round 1. To do so,Once
youbefore
must
Ranch
any time.
e forest. Conservatory, if this
each
you build the Farm
Shop, immediately (andtroughs
only atonce)
Before
each breeding
bu ilding
if
you
have
breeding
phase:
phase,
you
can
take
place the Cottage ExtensionWith
adjacent
to both
your Cottage and the Conservatory.
take 1 building resource
resource of your choice from the
* requires
each
6 unused farm spaces
the “Stall”
newlyaction.
bred horse:
general supply and place it in your personal supply.
Country House
Additionally, immediately (and only once) take 1 animal
kshop
(Cost:*3 wood, 3 stone; Points: 1)
of your choice from the general supply and accommodate it on your farm (e.g.,
When you build the Country House,
immediatelyDairy
(and Farm
Workshop
Cottage Extension
u take the Country House
Reed Hut
a sheep).
You
can
keep at most 1 sheep (but no
Large
Extension
Fertility
Center in the Farm Shop, in case you take
on, also:
Cattle only
Farm once)
Pig
Stall
Stall take 1 cow from the general supply
and Shelter
immediately
Each time you take the
You must build all
You may keep up to
other
animal)
in
the
Farm
Shop.
per adjacent
it on your farm “Stall”
(e.g., action,
in thealso:
Country
House).
immediately
Only
1 in
animal
buildings
Each
timeorthogonally
youaccommodate
add a
2 cows
each required
unused
building
ispace
mmediately
adjacent
to oneAdditionally,
another.
to a
breed
another
one
farm expansion,
you
farm
adjacent
to
immediately (and only once) add
farm
Farm Well
the same type.
*can
must exchange
be built in round
1
1 animal
thisofbuilding.
with your 2nd actionexpansion
and
to your board,mustif beany
remain.
You can keep
up to
next to
the road
*
for
1 cow.
if youPoints:
have
adjacent
to your cottage
(Cost:immediately
1 wood, 2 stone;
0)
3 animals of the same type in the Country House.
At the start of rounds 6, 7, and 8, before the start player
Barn
Office
Woodshop

immediatelyAt the end of each round, Trading Station
You
must
build
all
you can place 1 stone
buildings orthogonally
Shelter
from your supply Once before each breeding
adjacent
to one
another.
on this
building.
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.
* must be built in round 1
per stone on
with your 2nd action and
building
adjacent this
to your
cottage

Country House
Stone Extension
Carver
Cottage

if you have

JoinerySmall Extension

immediately

Feed Storehouse

Half-Ti mb ered House

per building
bordering

immediately

Hay Rack

immediately

immediately

per stone on
this building

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Stone Carver

O pen Stable Breeding
FeedStation
Storehouse
if you have

Stall

(Cost: 1 wood, 1 reed; Points: 0 or 3)

Stud

You may keep up to
After the last round,
When
you build the Feed Storehouse,
immediately
2 horses in (and
each unused
Carpenter
Feed Storehouseyou get an
additional
farm space adjacent to
breedingonly
phase.once) take 1 feeding trough from the general
supply,
You can move your this building.
immediately
if any remain, and place it on your
at no cost. During
stalls farm
and feeding
at any
time. if you then
Scoring, the Feed Storehousetroughs
is worth
3 points
if you have

orkshop

breeding phase:
Cattle Farm Stall

Once before each

Joinery

have at least 5 feeding troughs. The Feed Storehouse
scores no points if you have 4 or fewer feeding troughs.
StallanyDog
You cannot keep
animals
in the Feed Storehouse.
House

requires
6 unused farm spaces

*

ou can keep 1 pig in
ach unused farm space
ordering the forest.

immediately

i mmediately

h breeding
u can take
l” action.

immediately

Cow Stall

All animals kept in
Da
this building do not
count for scoring. You may
2 cows in
farm spa
this buil

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
space that does not
border the forest.

Stall

Pen
Reed
Hut

Dog House

immediately

Country House

Each
the top
you
gettime
an additional
four action spaces
breeding phase.
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

Stables
capi
2 horses
5 animals
farm spac
hold 3
thiseach
build
o

After the last round,

i mmediately

You may

Open Stable Breeding Station
Timber Shop
Stall

of each

and also once

Each time you add a
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

Byre

immediately

Carpenter

immediately

have

Rearing Station

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Stora
ge Trader
Animal

Fence Builder Fodder Beet Field
Barn

Cow Stall
Manor

Flooring
Expert
Before
each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.
immediately

*

OfficeFarm
WorkshopSteward’sDairy

any number of times You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

if you
thehave
road

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

BeforeYou
eachmay
home
Cottage
Extension
Each time you take the
keep up
to
phase, you
can in
useeach
an unused
“Stall”
action,
also:
Pig
Stall
2 cows
unoccupied action space You must build all
farm space adjacent to
immediatelywithout placing buildings orthogonally
this building.adjacent to one another.
a worker.

Atp er
any time during the
bu ilding
work
phase, you can
resource
exchange
2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

*

Once before each per adjacent
building
breeding phase:

if you have

Before each home
phase, you can use an
unoccupied
action space
Small Extension
without placing
per
adjacent
a worker.
building

Steward’s Office

Only 1 animal required
i mmediately
to breed
another one
of the same type.

Fertility Shelter
Center

Stall

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.
the road

for scoring.
Animal
Trader
borderingcount
you 1 less wood.

All animals kept in
Buildings and feeding
this building do not
troughs each cost

per building

Byre Dwelling

p er
bu ilding
resource

Stora ge

Atp er
any time during the

Trading Station

Feeding Station

Timber
Servant’s
Hut Shop
Manor

per adjacent
building

immediately

immediately

of each

if you have
immediately

immediately

Byre

After th
you get
breedin

per stone on
this building

Breed

At the end of each round,
you can place 1 stone
from your supply
on this building.

Large Extension
Pig Stall

Fodder Beet Field

have

Sawmill

Pen

if you have

per adjacent

RearingAssembly
Station Manor
Hall

Stora
ge1 Trader
0
Animal

JoinerySmall Extension

i mmediately

Each time
the top
Woodshop
immediately
four action spaces

ll

immediately

ce before each breeding
Feeding Station
ase, you can exchange
ifferent building Your pastures
without a feeding
ources for 1 animal
your choice. trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Conservatory

if you have

ately

Servant’s Hut

immediately

takes their first action, take 1 feeding trough from the
general supply, if any remain, and place it on your farm
Market
at no cost. If you build the FarmCattle
Well in
rounds 6, 7, or 8,
you will not get the feeding trough
that or a previous
at anyof
time
round retroactively. You cannot keep any animals in the
Farm Well.
Cotta ge

Cow Stall

Farm Well

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

Cotta ge

Rack

bordering
immediately build

forest new border
Cow Stall the every
of each
get at
(Cost: 4 wood, 1 you
reed,
Points:have0 or 4)
no cost.
When you build
Cow Fodder
Stall, Beet
immedi
Fieldately (and
Fencethe
Builder
Large
Extension
Fertility
Centertake 1 cow from the general supply
only once)
and
immediately
immediately
per adjacent
Only 1accommodate
animal required any
itnumber
onmbyour
farm (e.g., in the Cow Stall).
of times
Half-Ti
ered
House
building
to breed
anotherscoring,
one
Cattle
Market the Cow Stall is worth 4 points if you
During
of the same type.
any timeat least 11 cows. The Cow Stall scores no
thenat have
points if you have 10 or fewer cows. You can keep up to
3 cows (but no other animal) in the Cow Stall.

Cotta ge

onent 1 of
borders to
order immediately
ost.

Before
Organic
Ateach
any time, you
can
per
building Farm
breeding phase,
you must
give your
opponent
1 of
bordering
For each pasture
empty this
building.
the road
your
unused borders
to
containing exactly
build 1 border1 animal, you
at no cost.immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

Farm Shop

Note: • You must place the Country House beforeimmediately
you add the farm expansion. You
cannot
Reed
Hutplace the Country House on the farm expansion you gain from it.
nly Hall
Office
Woodshop
• Even though the Country House
has a wood roof like a stable, it is not
equires
considered a stable.
per building
You can
,edyou
farmcan
spaces

Cotta ge

Cotta ge

Cotta ge

Pond

of each

*

have

s Office

Stone Carver
Stall

You ca
At the start
of the last 3 rounds: stalls a
troughs

if you have

Stall

Timber Shop Feeding Station

Shelter

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

Hayrick

immediately

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

of each

Stables capable of holdin
5 animals can alternative

hold 3 animals of
Fodder Beet Field
Joinery
each of two types.
immediately
(Cost: 1 stone, 1 reed;
Points:
0)
Woodshop
After
Joinery,
immediately
each
Storabefore
ge
Stall you build the You
can
breeding phase immediately
(includingbuild
the breeding
per phase of the
Farm
border
bu ilding
round
in Well
which every
youyounew
build
the Joinery),
you can pay
get at
resource
At theto
start
2 wood
build exactly
1 feeding trough,
if any remain.
no cost.
of the does
last 3 rounds:
(This
not require a worker. You can use the newly
gained feeding trough in that breeding phase already.)
Small
Extension
Flooring Expert
You cannot keep any animals in the Joinery. Animal Trade

each
home
Fertility
Center
u can use an
action
space required
nly
1 animal
to placing
breed another one
orker.
of the same type.

Cottage Extension

*

phase, you can take
the “Stall” action.

All
animals
kept in Home
Large
Extension

Feed Storehouse
Pen

d’s Office

ouse

Byre Dwelling
Flooring Expert

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Dairy Farm

this
building do not
if you
have
perfor
adjacent
count
scoring. Before each breeding
building

immediately

Trading Station

You may keep up to
2 cows in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

Pig Stall
per adjacent
building

Stall

At the start
of the last 3 rounds:

At any time during th
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
3 wood; Points: 2 per adjacent building)
You can(Cost:
move your
animals for 1 other
feeding
Extension stalls and
During scoring, the Large Extension is worth animal.
2 points per
if you have

Home Workshop

troughs at any time.

must be next to the road

orthogonally adjacent building (stall, stable, or special
building, including the preprinted Cottage). You can keep
up to 2 animals of the same type in the Large Extension.

Stall

Cow Stall

*

Sawmill

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

immediately

Animal Trader

Before each breeding
immediately
you
can take
After the phase,
last
round,
Feed
Storehouse
“Stall”
action.
additional
Stora ge you get anthe
Ranch
breeding phase.
immediately
p er
With each
building
Fence Builder
newly bred horse:
resource
if you have
immediately
any number of times

Stall

immediately
immediately
Half-Ti mb ered House

Fodder Beet Field
Cow Stall
have

p
b
r

*You ca
At any time during the
in each
work phase, you can
Corner
House
space t
exchange 2 different
bordeS
animals for 1 other
You may no longer
animal.
expand your farm.

Animal Trader
Small Extension

Joinery

per adjacent
building

immediately

Buildings and feeding

Reed Hut

Once before each
breeding phase:

Once beforeif each
Hay Rack
Farm
Well you have
breeding phase:

Large

per adjacent

Carpenter
building
Large Extension

phase, you can take

Cottage troughs
Extension
each cost

At any time during
the
per adjacent
Shelter
buildingwork phase, you can

Carpenter

Small Extension

Stall

Before
each breeding
Farm
Shop

Station

you 1 less wood.

immediatelyInn

Estate
exchange 2 different
You can move your
i mmediately
1 other
stalls and feeding immediatelyanimals for
animal. Joinery
troughs at any time.

Workshop
immediately

immediately
the “Stall” action.

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

have

of each

of each

D

Home Workshop
Breeding Station

Office

Rearing Station

i mmediately

Cattle Market

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one
another.
Breeding

Fertility Center

have

ervatory

Stables capable of holding
5 animals can alternatively
hold 3 animals of
each of two types.

if you have

Farm

Only 1 animal required
u add a
to breed another one
on, you
of the same type.
1 animal

immediately

Country
House
Workshop
Fertility
Center
Feed Storehouse
Stora0)
ge
(Cost:immediately
2 stone; Points:
Each time you take the
immediately
if you have Large
“Stall”
action, also:
Extensionbreed for
p er changes
The Fertility Center
how animals
you:
Fertility Center
bu ilding
Each breeding phase,
you only need
1 animal of a type to
per adjacent
resource
if you have
Only 1 animal required
get a newborn of that
type. (Youbuilding
do not get any newborns
to breed another one
of types that you do of
not
You can still only get at most
thehave.
same type.
one newborn per type.) You cannot keep any animals in the
Fertility Center.

Half-Ti mb ered House

Your pastures
Each time the top
without a feeding
four action spaces
trough can each hold
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

*

Each time the top
four action spaces
are occupied, you
immediately get 3 wood.

mediately
her special
f you do,
lace it

After the last round,
at any
time
you get
an additional
breeding phase.

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

immediately
Once before each breeding
have you can exchange
of each
phase,
2 different building
resources
for 1Beet
animal
Fodder
Field
of your choice.
Servant’s Hut
immediately

Pig Stall

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Cow Stall
1 additional animal.
Woodshop
immediately

Cow Stall

Assembly Hall

Stall

immediately

Carpenter

i mmediately

All animals kept in
Inn
this building do not
(Cost: 2 stone,
1 pig,
cow;
Points: 4)
count1for
scoring.
*
The
Inn is the only special building
costs animals
Cottage
Extension
Dairy
Materialsthat
Outlet
to Fence
build.
When you build the Inn, immediatelyYou(and
You must build
all Builder
may kee
immediately
once) take 1 horse from the general supply
andin eac
buildingsonly
orthogonally
2 cows
adjacent to one immediately
another.
farm spacei mm
ad
accommodate
any number of timesit on your farm (or let it run away). You
* must be built in round 1
this building
with your 2nd
action and
can
keep up to 2 pigs (but no other animal) in theHayrick
Inn.
adjacent
to your cottageShop
Timber

Cotta ge

You can immediately
turn the next stall you

Feed Storehouse

build into a stable at
Fence Builder
no cost.
immediately
You can move your
Organic
Farm
Assembly Hall
(Cost:
1 stone,
1 reed; Points: 0)
immediately
stalls and feeding
must
be nextbuild
to the roadthe Fence Builder, Open
Stable
After
you
you can
immediately
Home
Workshop
must
be next toattheany
roadAt
any time, you can Joinery
Fence Builder
* For each pasture
troughs
time.
containing exactly
give your opponent
1 of
if you
have
(and
only Shop
once) build any number of borders from Farm
your
Well if you have
1Farm
animal,
you
immediately
before each
to
Before each breeding i mmediately Farm Shop your unused bordersOnce
Duck Pond immediately
get 1
personal
supply
for
1 wood
each. (This effect does not build 1 border breeding phase:
any number of times
phase,
you can take
animalimmediately
of the same type.
immediately At the start
immediately
at no cost.
“Stall”
action. action space
require a worker, asthethe
“Fences”
would.)
You
of the last 3 rounds:
can keep at most 1 animal on the Fence Builder.

lter

You can
immediately build

Manor

Pen
O pen Stable

r Shop Feeding Station

per building
bordering
the road

Large Extension

Before each home

Feeding
Station
you can place
1 stone
phase, you can use an per adjacent
Only 1 animal required
from your supply
unoccupied action spacebuilding
(Cost:
2 wood;
Points:
0) one
to breed
another
on this building.
without placing
of theHayrick
same
type.
The Feeding
increases
the capacity
your pastures
per stone on Station
TradingofStation
Inn
a worker.
this building
without
a feeding
trough
by
1
animal.
(Consequently,
Once
before
each
breeding
Hay Rack a
Stables capable of holding
immediately
phase, youacansize
exchange
5 animals can
can alternatively
size one pasture
hold 3 animals,
two pasture
Office
2 different building
immediately
hold 3 animals of
resources
animal
5 animals, andeach
soof two
on.types.
This applies
to for
all1 of
your existing
per building
of your choice.
and future pastures.)
You can keepBarn
at most 1 animal in the
bordering
the forest
Feeding Station
itself.

Your pastures
the top
without a feeding
n spaces
trough can each hold
d, you Special
1 additional
animal.
Building
et 3 wood.

1

Steward’s Office

Fertility Center

At the end of each round,

At any time, you can
ve your opponent 1 of

Stone Carver

1 Special Building

Pig Stall

Flooring Expert

You can keep 1 sheep
in each unused farm
Cattle Farm
space that does not
Each time you add a border the forest.
farm expansion, you
Dwelling Fence Buildercan exchange 1 animal
Sawmill
for 1 cow.
immediately
Buildings and feeding
any number of times
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

immediately

Byre

Small Extension

Animal Trader

Stall

Stall

You can keep 1 pig in
each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

Each time you add a
Wild
farm expansion, you
can exchange 1 animal
for 1 cow.

if you have

Cotta ge

and also
umber of times

immediately

Cow Stall

immediately

have

Servant’s Hut

eep up to
ach unused
adjacent to
ng.

You can
immediately build
per adjacent
building every new border
you get at
no cost.

y Farm

Woodshop
Small Extension
Stall

four action spaces

Each
Stabletime the top
ion

*

Timber Shop

at any time

each unused farm space
bordering the forest.

work
you
Each phase,
time you
usecan
the
Reed
Hut
exchange
2 Resources”
different
“Building
animals
for 1you
other
action space,
can
animal.
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action space.

Stall

You may keep
upoftotwo types.
each

Stall

have

if
Only 1 animal required
DuckonePond
to breed another
of the
same type.
immediately

*

Fertility Center

Stud

Feed Storehouse

At any time, you can
give your opponent 1 of
your unused borders to
Ani
build 1 border
at nobecost.
must
next to the road
At any t
work ph
exchange
animals
animal.
immediately

Duck Pond

in pasture
each unused farm
For each
space
that does not
containing
exactly
1 animal,
you the forest.
border
immediately get 1
animal of the same type.

i mmediately

and also onceShelter

Feeding
AfterStation
the last round,

newly bred horse:

You may keep up to
you have
2 horses in each unused
farm space adjacent to
this building.

immediately

immediately

You can immediately
build another special
building. If you do,
Rearing Station
you must place itHayrick
adjacent to
Ranch
of each
Before each
this one.Stables capable of holding
Dairy
Farm
5 animals
can alternatively
breeding phase, you must
each
hold 3 animals of
emptyWith
this building.

P

*

farm space adjacent
to ered House
Half-Ti mb
get an additional
Youryou
pastures
You can immediately
this building.
Home Depotwithoutbreeding
a feedingphase.
build another special
trough can each hold immediately
building. If you do,
Each time you use the1 additional animal.
you must place it
“Building Resources”
adjacent to
action space, you can
this one.
also take 1 wood from
the “3 wood”
action
space.
Servant’s
Hut
immediately
2 cows in each unused
Conservatory

Shelter

*

requires
6 unused farm spaces

immediately

Fodder Beet Field

if y

Half-Ti mb ered House

*

Home
Depot
At any
time during
the

Ferti

i mmediately

requires
6 unused farm spaces

Half-Ti mb ered House

Cattle Market

Animal Trader

Building

After the last round,
you get an additional
breeding phase.

Breeding Station

immediately Wild Boar Pen
and also
Expand
You can keep 1 pig in

and also and also
umber ofExpand
times

1

Stall

of each

Stall

immediately

l are occupied, you Special
mediately get 3 wood.
lly
er.

Cattle Farm

Fodder Beet Field

and also once

Boar Pen

Shelter

Only 1 a
to bree
of the

Open Stable

Dog House

i mmediately

Cotta ge

per adjacent
building

ecial Building

At any time during the
work phase, you can
exchange 2 different
animals for 1 other
animal.

i mmediately

Farm Shop

per adjacent
if you have
building

Small Extension

immediately

Cattle Market
if you have
Dog House
at any time
Organic
Farm
You can
keep 1 sheep

Pig Stall

Log House
if you have Hall
Assembly

at

2 horses in each unused
Carpenter
Feed Storehouse
Once
before
each
breeding
farm space
adjacent
to have
Organic Farm phase,
Asse
of each
you can
exchange
building.
You can move your
2this
different
building
immediately
For each pasture
At any
resources for 1 animal
stalls
and
feeding
Cow Stall
Fodder
Beet
Field
containing exactly
of your choice.
troughs at any time. give your
1 animal, you
immediately
immediately
your un
if you haveimmediately get 1
buil
animal of the same type.

Breeding Station

Reed Hut

immediately

Inn

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

Trading
You
may keep Station
up to

per building
bordering
the forest

Stud

Office

Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1Materials
animal
of your choice.
immediately

Outlet

Stall
build it on a different farm space. Return the stable
Home Depot
it replaces to the general supply. (That tile is again
(Cost: 2 stone; Points: 1)
Rearing Station
Office
available, as a stall, to either player.) Then immediately
After you build the Home
Depot,
each
time you use the
Home Depot
Organic
Farm
Assembly Hall
Stall
Ranch
Woodshop
Before each
per building
(and
only
once)
take
4
wood
and
3 stone from the
“Building Resources” action space
(where you get 1 wood,
breeding phase, you must
bordering
Each time you use the
For each pasture
You can
At any time,
you
can
each and place
O
pen
Stable
general
supply
the
building
resources
in
your
personal
supply.
You
can
emptyWith
this building.
Hay
Rack
the
forest
“Building Resources”
Fence
Builder
Byre
Dwelling
Sawmill
containing
exactly
1 stone, and 1 reed), you can also immediately take 1 wood
immediately build
newly bred horse: give your opponent 1 of
action space, you can
1 animal, you Country House
Workshop
keep
at
most
1
horse
(but
no
other
animal)
in
the
Materials
Outlet.
your
unused
borders
to
every
new border
immediately
from the “3 wood” action space
and
your
also take 1 wood from
immediately
get 1 place it in immediately
i mmediately
Buildings
and
feeding
build
1
border
you get at
any number of times
the “3 wood”
animal of the same type. immediately
time
you of
takeholding
the
personal supply. If there is no
wood on the “3 wood”
action
Note: • Be aware that
you
lose
a lot
capacity by replacing a stableno(which
troughs
each
cost
at noEach
cost.
cost.
action space.
“Stall” action, also:
you 1 lesswith
wood.the Materials Outlet (which can only hold 1 horse).
space, you do not get the additional wood. You can keep
can hold 5 animals)
Stall
at most 1 horse (but no other animal) in the Home Depot.
• Even though the Materials Outlet has a reed roof like a stall, it is not
considered a stall.
Home Workshop
Office
(Cost: 2 wood, 1 reed; Points: 1)
(Cost:
Points: 6 or less)
After you build the Home Workshop,
immediately before
Stora
ge2 wood, 2 stone;Ranch
Home Workshop
Joinery
Stall
Stall
During scoring, the Office is worth 6 points minus 2 points
Station
Office
each breeding phaseRearing
(including
the breeding phase of the
per
Once before each
With
each
Before each breeding
building (stall,newly
stable,
or special building) in the top
buper
ilding
round in which you build
theeachHome
Workshop),
you can pay
Before
bred horse:
breeding
phase:
per building
phase, you can take
Reed
Hut
Dairy
Farm
resource
row of your farm (this row borders the forest). You can
breeding
phase, you
must
bordering
3 stone
and 1 reed
to build
exactly
1 stall, as you
would
the “Stall”
action.
Ranch
empty this building.
the
forest
keep up to 2 horses (but no other animal) in the Office.
You may
to
on keep
the up
“Stall”
action space. (This happens outside the work
2 cows in each unused
With each
phase
andtodoes not require a worker. You can use the newly
Note:
newly bred horse:
farm space
adjacent
gained stall in that breeding phase already.) You cannot
this building.
• The Office is worth negative points if you have 4 or
immediately
keep any animals in the Home Workshop.
more buildings in the top row.
• Even though the Office has a wood roof like a stable,
it is not considered a stable.
11
welling

tall

Stall

1 Special Building

Conservatory

All animals kept in
this building do not
count for scoring.

Before each
Pen phase, you must
breeding
empty this building.

and also
any number of times Rearing Station

Feeding Station

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Buildings and feeding
troughs each cost
you 1 less wood.

Sawmill

per building
Country House
Estatebordering
the forest
immediately
immediately

i mmediately

Shelter

Stall

action

if you have

immediately

immediately

Cotta ge

and also
any number of times

the road

Byre Dwelling
Expandper building
bordering
Country House
and also

Manor

expand your farm.
Stall

Each time you take the

newly bred horse:
immediately

Corner House
Workshop

*

Sawmill
Workshop
Feed Storehouse

Flooring Expert

Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Half-Ti mb ered House

You can immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

You can move your
stalls and feeding
troughs at any time.

Carpenter

Barn

r of times

per stone on
this building

Servant’s Hut

from your supply
on this building.

immediately

Rearing Station

Stall

Buildings and feeding
troughsEach
eachtime
costyou take the
“Stall” action, also:
you 1 less wood.

i mmediat

You may no longer
“Stall” action, also:

Ranch
Pig Stall With each

Cotta ge

Half-Ti mb ered House

* must be built in
one of the 4 corners
of your farm

if you have

Office

Trading Station
Cotta ge

r of times

i mmediately

Co

unoccupied action space
without placing
a worker.

Each t
four a
are oc
immediat

Ti

dshop

Hay Rack

ing
rce

and also

Open Stable

ecial Building Expand

a ge

g

Cotta ge

lternatively
mals of
types.

Cotta ge

Cotta ge

Shelter
Note: • If the Large Extension is adjacent to a Cottage upgrade (Byre Dwelling,
Flooring Expert
immediately
per building
Half-Timbered House, or Logimmediately
House), you do not get an additional
bordering
1
stone,
1
reed;
Points:
0)
i(Cost:
mmediately
Breeding Station
Stud
the forest
2 points for the overbuilt Cottage but only for the upgrade.
When you build the Flooring Expert,
immediately
(and
only
Flooring Expert
must
be
next
to
the
road
*
• Diagonally adjacent buildings do not count. You can get at most
You may supply
keep up to if you have
Afteronce)
the last take
round,either 1 pig or 1 cow from the general
2 horses in each unused
an additional
8 points from
the Shop
Large Extension.
Wild Boar Pen you get
Farm Well
Duck
Pond
Farm
immediately
and
accommodate
it
on
your
farm
(or
let
it
run
away).
You
farm
space
adjacent
to
breeding phase.
• If you build immediately
the Large Extension and Small Extension next At
totheeach
this building. Stall
cannot
any animals onimmediately
the Flooring Expert.
O penkeep
Stable
start
You can keep 1 pig in
Open Stable
Stall 2 points for one another.
Fence Builder
other, they each will score
of the last 3 rounds:
each unused farm space
Note:
Even though the Flooring Expert has a reed roof like
bordering the forest.
i mmediately
immediately
i mmediately
Log House
any number of timesa stall, it is not considered a stall.
* requires
6 unused farm spaces
(Cost: 2 wood, 1 reed; Points: 0 or 4)
Fodder
Beet
Field
The Log House upgrades the Cottage and must be built
Log House
Traderhave
Dog House
of each
(Cost: —; Points: 0)
over it. You may not build the Log House on a different
if you have
during the
You requires
can keep 1 sheep
The
Fodder
Beet
Field
you
have
at
least
one
pair
of
Breeding
Station
Stud space. During scoring, the Log House is worth
Fodder
Beet
Field
farm
you can
in each unused farm
Large Extension
Fertility Center
Cattle
Farm
each
type
of
animal
(2
sheep,
2
pigs,
2
cows,
and
2
horses).
fferent
4keeppoints
if you then have at least 4 wood left in your
immediately
space that does not After the last round,
You
may
up to
other
adjacent
Only 1 animal required
Each time
youthe
add aanimals.)
Stora
ge
border
the
forest.
(You
may
keep
You
may
not
build
the
Fodder
Stall
2
horses
in
each
unused
personal supply. The Log per
House
scores no points if you
Stora ge you get an additional
nery
Stall
building
another one
farm expansion, you
farm space adjacent to
breeding
Beet Field
if you have only one animal
of phase.
any given type or toofbreed
per
have 3 or fewer wood. You can keep up to 4 animals of the
the same type.
can exchange 1 animal p er
this
building.
re each
building
if youfor
are1 cow.
missing a type.bu(You
ildingmust have the animals before
same
typeCarver
in the Log House.
Steward’
Stone
phase:
resource
resource
you get additional animals
from the Fodder Beet Field.) The
thethree
end of each
round, upgrades: Byre Dwelling, Half-Timbered
Before eac
Note: • There are a totalAtof
Cottage
Fodder Beet Field does not cost any building resources. When
you can place 1 stone
phase, you c
House, and Log House.
but
from yourEach
supply of these can only upgrade the Cottage
unoccupied a
you build the Fodder Beet Field, immediately (and only once) take 1 sheep, 1 pig, 1 cow,
on this building.
not one another. An
overbuilt Cottage does not count for any effects. without p
and 1 horse from the generalAnimal
supply and
accommodate the animals on your farm (or let Dog House
per stone on
Log
House
Trader
this building
• You may score the same
wood for both the Log House and the Storage.a work
them run away).
mustYou
be nextcannot
to the road keep any animals in the Fodder Beet Field.
if you have
At any time during the
You can keep 1 sheep
Manor
work phase, you can
in each unused farm
Rack
Farm Well
Farm Shop Hay
exchange
2 different
space that does not
(Cost:
1
wood,
3
stone;
Points: 5 or less)
Log House
animals for
1 other 1 reed; Points: 0)
(Cost:
3 wood,
border the forest.
immediately
At the start
During scoring, the Manor is worth
animal.
Manor
if you have
Barn 7 points minus
*
O
pen
Stable
When
you
build
the
Hay
Rack,
immediately
(and
only
once)
Stall
the last 3 rounds:
Hay Rack
FenceofBuilder
2 points per building
(stall, the
stable,
or special building)
must be next to
road
You
can immediately
*House per building
Corner
take
1
sheep,
1
cow,
and
1
horse
from
the
general
supply
Building
Firm
Estate
immediately
immediately
the (this
next stall
you borders the
i mmediately
in the bottom row of your turn
farm
row
bordering
and
accommodate
the
animals
on
your
farm
(or
let
them
any
number
of
times
immediately
build into a stable at
At
any time,
Wild Boar
Pen
Duck Pond
Farm
Shop
the road
road), includingyouthe
preprinted
Cottage. (Thus, the
pay 2 stone to no cost.
run away). You cannot keep any animals in the
Hay
Rack. You may no longer
Steward’s Office can
Stone
Carver
immediately expand your farm.
Manor can be worth
most
5 points.) You can keep up
replaceimmediately
1at
feeding
trough
You can keep 1 pig in
if you
have
* must be built in
outside
of a building
At theroof
end oflike
each round,
each unused
farmthough
space
each home
Al
Note:
Even
the Hay Rack has a reed
a stall,
to Before
2 animals
of the
same
type in the Manor.
5+ special
one of the 4 corners
you can place 1 stone
the forest.
phase, you can use an with 1 regular stall.
th
of your farm
buildings
itbordering
is not
considered a stall.
from your supply
unoccupied
action space Half-Timbered House, or Log House co
If
you
build
the
Byre
Dwelling,
requires Note: •
Large Extension
Center
on this building.
*
without placing
6*unused farm spaces
per stone on
over your Cottage, the
Cottage does not count against the Manor but
Hayrick
a worker.
per adjacent
this building
l required
Corner
House
Building Firm
Estate
building
the
upgrade
does.
(Cost:
—;
Points:
1)
ther
Stora ge
p one
Joinery
Stall
immediately
At any
time,
e type.
• The Manor
is worth
negative
points if you have 4 or more buildings in
The Hayrick does not cost any building resources.
It adds
Materials
Outlet
Hayrick
Inn
You may no longer
per
you can pay 2 stone to
Once before each
expand
your farm. the
row.
an
alternative
effect
to
all
of
your
stables
(including
bu ilding the bottom
replace
1
feeding
trough
Large Extensio
Fertility Center
breeding phase:
Cattleimmediately
Farm be built in
Stables capable of holding
immediately
if you have
resource• Even though
outside
of a building
the
Manor
has a wood roof like aTimber
stable,Shop
it is not
5 animals can alternatively
Open Stable). Instead of
keeping up to *5must
animals
of one
Manor
5+ special
one
of the 4 corners
Barn
withrequired
1 regular stall.
per adjacent
hold 3 animals
of
Only 1 animal
Each time you add a of your farm
buildings
*
Country
House
Wor
considered
a
stable.
type
in
a
stable,
you
may
alternatively
keep
up
to
3
animals
building
each of two types.
You can immediately to breed another one
farm expansion, you
Each
time
the
top
Cottage Extension
per building
Trading
Feeding
Byre
Dwelling
Sawmill
immediately
of one
type
andStation
up to 3 additional
animals
of
another
type.
turn Station
the next stall you of the same type.
Each time yo
can
exchange
1
animal
four action spaces
Materials
Outlet
bordering
into a stable at
“Stall” acti
forof1 one
cow. type.) A feeding trough Once before build
each breeding
the road
(You mayYour
notpastures
keep 6 animals
You must build all are occupied, you
Buildings and feeding
(Cost: 1 reed; Points: 7)
no cost.
immediately get 3 wood.
without a feeding
phase, you can exchange
buildings orthogonally
troughs
each cost 2 different building
doublestrough
both
6 animals
canvalues,
each hold allowing you to keep up to
The
Materials
Outlet
upgrades
regular
stable
(not
the
adjacent
to one a
another.
Materials
Outlet
rickof one type and up to 6 animals of
Inn
1 additional animal.
you 1 less wood. resources for 1 animal
another type (or the usual up to 10 animals
of one of your choice.
be built in round 1
Open Stable) on your* must
farm
and must be placed on the
with your 2nd action and
of holding
immediately
adjacent to your cottage
immediately
type). You cannot keep any animals in the Hayrick
itself.
same farm space as the replaced stable. You may not
Before each
breeding phase, you must
empty this building.

Cattle Market

adjacent to your cottage

Pen

Home Workshop

You can
containing exactly
YouFertility
may keep 1Center
up
to
animal,
you
and also once immediately build
immediately
unused get 1
every new border 2 cows in each
animal
of the
Only
1 animal
required
farm space
adjacent
to same type.
you get at
to breed
another one
immediately
this
building.
no cost.
of the same type.

Hay Rack
immediately
Farm Cattle Market
ReedOrganic
Hut
at any time
Dairy For
Farm
each pasture

Your pastures
without a feeding
trough can each hold
1 additional animal.

immediately

each of two types.

Conservatory

Cotta ge

*

Cottage Extension

Dairy Farm

Feeding Station

*

of the last 3 rounds:
immediately

You may keep up to
Farm
Shop
2 cows in each
unused
farm space adjacent to
immediately
this building.

Dairy Farm

Reed Hut

immediately
Reed

With each
1 cow.
newlyfor
bred
horse:

Each time you add a
Ranch
farm
expansion, you
Stall
can exchange 1 animal

Op

You must build all
buildings orthogonally
adjacent to one another.

Farm Well

Trading Station

i mmedia

* must be built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

At the start

must be next to the road Once before each breeding
phase, you can exchange
2 different building
resources for 1 animal
of your choice.

Stud

Stall

Wild Boar Pen

Hut

Before each
Cottage
Extension
breeding
phase,
you must
empty this building.

newly bred horse:
Hay Rack

Cotta ge

* must be immediately
built in round 1
with your 2nd action and
adjacent to your cottage

Workshop

(Cost: 1 wood, 3 stone, 1 reed; Points: 3)
you take the
The Stud allows you to keepEach
2 time
horses
in each unused
“Stall”
action, also:
farm space that is orthogonally adjacent to the Stud. (See
“Game End and Scoring” on page 8 for details on when a
farm space is considered unused.) You can keep 2 horses
(but no other animal) in the Stud itself.

Each time you take the
immediately
“Stall”
action, also:

You may keep up to

With each

*

Rearing Station

Only 1 animal required
to breed another one
of the same type.

Ranch

Wild Boar Pen

Each time you take the
“Stall” action, also:

Workshop

no You
cost.can keep 1 sheep
At any time during the farm
in
each
unused
Penimmediately
work phase,space
you that
can does not
exchange 2 different
the forest.
All animals kept in animals forborder
1 other
this building do not animal.
count for scoring.

build
1 border
you ge
farm
space
in the top row of immediately
your farm.immediately
(Thisimmediately
row borders
at no cost.
the forest. See “Game End and Scoring” on page 8 forno co
if you have
details on when a farm space is consideredPen
unused.) You
can keep up to 2 pigs (but no other animal)
in the Wild Boar
* requires
All
animals
6 unused
farm spaceskept in
this
building
do not
Pen itself.

every new border
Dog
House
breeding
phase, you must
you get at
Animal
Trader
empty this building.
Hay Rack
Before each

Rearing
You can
immediately build

Woodshop

count for scoring.

phase.
You can breeding
immediately
turn the next stall you
build into a stable at
no cost.

if you have
5+ special
buildings

Station

immediately

immediately
Estate
any number of times

Fence Builder

At any time during theYou may keep up to
in each unused farm
Timber
Shop
horses
in last
eachround,
unused
the
space that does work
not phase, you can 2After
spaceanadjacent
to
exchange 2 different farm
you get
additional
border the forest.
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the
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the
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the
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